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GENERAL 

This document specifies a standard Interface between 
controller~ and mass-storage devices. It Is a company 
standard applied to disks, drums, tapes, and other magnetic or 
cyc'llc storaae media. 

MOTIVATION 

The following considerations motivated the ceneratlon of a 
standard Interface. 

The existing number of combinations of controllers and devices 
Is too large. Past practice was to design and buIld a new 
controller for each perIpheral device. Standardization allows 
constructIon of controllers whIch handle more than one drIve 
In a serIes (e.g., RP04, RPOS, ••• ) and more than one type of 
drive (e.g., RK and RS disks). Controllers with such 
compatibility not only have a longer market life, but also 
give more flexibility to the customer. 

A great deal of "re-Inventlng the wheel" takes place each time 
a new controller Is designed. A standard Interface 
specification provides a basis for desIgn of new controllers 
when they are requIred. A wrItten specification aIds 
documentation of specific Implementations, and when properly 
maintained, provides a forum for discussion of future 
evolution. 

Prior peripheral Interface designs were not adequate for the 
data rates anticipated In the next three t~ five years. The 
need to upgrade our designs provided an opportune moment for 
standardization. 

GOALS OF THIS SPECIFICATION 

This Interface standard has been applied Immediately to the 
RS03, RS04, and RP04 disks and the TM02 tape subsystem, and to 
controllers for these drives In the PDP-10 and PDP-11 product 
lines. Future peripherals, Including magnetic tape, drums, 
disks, and possibly domain and semiconductor mass memories 
should also. conform to this standard. Extension to other 
product lines Is also anticipated. 

Each peripheral device Is expected to Implement a subset 
the functions called for In this Interface standard. 
particular, no device or controller to which the standard 
been applied should perform In ways that conflict with 
standard unless the exception Is documented and approved. 

of 
In 

has 
this 

It should be possible to design Inexpensive controllers and 
sohlstlcated "universal" controllers~ all of which conform to 

'omBD'D EN-OI047-1A-16-R17S-(327) 
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this standard. 

GLOSSARY 

The language of thIs specIfication Is oriented to dIsk and 
drum devices; where applicable, extension of the concepts to 
magnetic tape and other devices Is Intended. The following 
terms are used: 

1. DRIVE 

2. CONTROLLER 

3. MASSBUS 

4. THE DATA BUS 

s. THE CONTROL BUS 

6. MEMORY BUS 

7. CRe 

8. ECC 

The peripheral device whIch attaches 
to the Massbus and the device's 
associated digital electronIcs. 

The unit to which data Is transmitted 
from the drive. ThIs unit mayor may 
not be distinct from the central 
processIng unit. 

The transmission medium connect Inc the 
drive with the controller; the" 
MASSBUS Interface standard. The name 
"MASSBUS" Is a trademark of DIgital 
Equipment CorporatIon. Consequently, 
only the following graphIc forms are 
to be used: 
MASSBUS 
Massbus 

The part 
transmits 
synchronous 

The part 
transml ts 
InformatIon 
"handshake". 

The wi res 

of the Massbus which 
hl,h-speed data using a 
clock sIgnal. 

of the Massbus whIch 
cont ro 1 and status 

using an asynchronous 

which connect a controller 
with the central processor and/or ma'n 
memory. 

Cyclic redundancy check, extra words 
written on the storage medium to aid 
detectIon of errors In writIng or 
reading data. 

Error-correcting code, extra words 
written on the storage medium to aid 
detection and correctIon of errors. 
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9. WORD 

10. FIELD 

11. STORAGE MEDIUM 

12. MEDIUM 

13. BLOCK 

14. SECTOR 

15. RECORD 

16. HEADER 

17. PARITY 

18. BIT NUMBER 

FLOWCHART NOTATION 
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/ 

Unless otherwise specified, a-word Is 
either sixteen or eighteen bits of 
data transmitted to or from the drive 
when reading or writing; 16 bits of 
control or status Infonaatlon. 

A contiguous sequence of bits written 
on a magnetic storage medium, without 
gaps. Also, on magnetic tape, a 
portion of a record. 

The magnetic surface on which data 
bits are recorded. 

The storage medium. 

A group of contiguous characters 
recorded on and read from a magnetic 
surface as a unit. A block may 
contain one or more complete records. 

A portion of a disk storage medium, 
having a unique address. A sector Is 
composed of one or more fields. 

A portion of a magnetic tape medium 
recorded between g.ps. 

A field containing Identifying 
Information for. the sector or block In 
which It occurs. 

Whenever used, parity 15 meant to be 
odd parity: the number of 1 bits Is 
made odd by generating a 0 or a 1 on 
the parity line. 

BI ts are numbered from the least, 
significant end, startIng with bit o. 

In sections 3 and 4, a special flowchart notation Is 
Introduced to show both the sequence of events In controllers 
and drives and the timing restrictions which apply to these 
events (see, for example, 3.3.3, the flowchart for a read 
cycle on the control bus). 

The flowchart Is divided by two vertical lines which represent 
the physical and electrical separation of the controller and a 
drive. On the left are the events In the controller, on the 
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the drive. A line which crosses the 
one or more signals which are 

There are four kinds of enclosures In these flowcharts: 
boxes, diamonds, ovals, and "butterflies". 

Boxes (rectangular enclosures) represent events which happen 
at one Instant of time. For example, In 3.3.3, the second box 
from the top on the controller side contains "ASSERT DEM", 
Indicating the event of assertln. the signal named ItOEM I

• on 
the control bus (at the controller end of the bus). 

Diamonds are decision points, as In programming flowcharts. 
The purpose of diamonds Is to direct the flow of events along 
one of two paths. The decision Is always one which can be 
made on the basis of the state of the logic at that time. No 
time Is taken to make the decision; diamonds never represent 
actions or events In the logic, only a test made mentally by 
the reader of the flowchart. 

Diamonds contaln.a statement with a question mark. If the 
statement 15 true at that time, the flow line marked "y" Is 
taken; If false, the flow line marked "N" Is taken. 

Some diamonds have only one flow line exiting the diamond. If 
the answer to the statement In the diamond does not correspond 
to the Y or N on the one exiting flow line the flow stops 
here. 

Ovals are terminals, as In programming flowcharts. Ovals are 
either starting points, having one flow line exiting, or 
connectors or termination points, having one flow line 
entering. Ovals which do not contain "END" are normally 
connectors to an additional flowchart. 

"ButterflIes" are small boxes with two compartments and an 
angled side which attaches to a flowline (It Is drawn using a 
bisected "offpage connector" outline from a progral1ll1lng 
template). Each compartment contains a number or a "Uti. 
These represent timing restrictions. The bottom (or 
right-hand) number Is a minimum, the top (or left-hand) one a 
maximum. Times are In nanoseconds. "U" means that the time 
restriction Is unspecified. Empty compartments should n.ot 
occur. 

FLOW LINES 

Flow lines direct the sequence and timing of events. Every 
flow line has a minimum and maximum time associated with It. 
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Flow lines which split Into two lines are equivalent to two 
lines connectlnl the source box with the two following boxes. 
Both branches are to be actively followed simultaneously. 

When two flow lines merle, the box entered by the merged line 
Is activated by flow from either of the source flow lines. 
Conflicts due to multiple activation of events should not 
occur. 

MINIMUM AND MAXIMUM TIMES 

A flow 11 ne wh I ch has a "butterfl yll touch I ng I t represents an 
elapsed time between the limits shown In the two compartments. 
This time may be under the control of the designer. The times 
shown are the permissible limits al.lowed by this 
specification. 

A flow line which crosses between the controller and a drive 
represents an elap~ed time of 0 nanoseconds minimum, 375 
nanoseconds maximum. The actual time Is not under control of 
the designer, and worst-case should always be assumed. 

All other flow lines represent an elapsed time of 0 
nanoseconds (0 nanoseconds minimum, 0 nanoseconds maximum). 
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SUMMARY 

DIVISION OF FUNCTIONS BETWEEN CONTROLLER AND DRIVE 

The.controller performs the fo11owlnl functions: 

Interfaces with the memory bus cables and signals. 

Communicates with main memory In order to fetch and store 
data. 

Buffers data In order to accommodate timing differences 
between the drive and the memory. 

Communicates with the central processor In order to receive 
commands and send error and status Information. 

Implements commands which may require a sequence of functIons 
In the drive (which might otherwise require a programmed 
sequence). 

Interfaces with multiple drives. 

The drive performs the following functions: 

Records and plays back data. 

Generates gaps and synchronization marks on the recording 
medium (and In general perfonns all functions which are highly 
medium-dependent). 

Provides clock signals to synchronize data 
between drIve and controller. 

transmission 

MaIntains error and status Indicators and generates an 
attention signal when exceptional conditions occur. 

Locates data by address (except magnetic tape). 

Provides mechanisms for maintenance and diagnostic testing 

Does error detection on the data and provides error correction 
patterns and positions. 

Does verifIcation of header Information. 

CONFIGURATIONS 

The four configurations shown In figure 2.2.1 are all expected 
to occur. 
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One controller and one drive; this 
could be a special case of daisy-chain 
or radial, below. 

One bus Is threaded among the several 
drives. 

A separate bus connects each drive 
with the controller. 

Two controllers with separate paths to 
the drive share their. control of the 
drive. 
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2.3 PHYSICAL CONSTRAINTS 

2.3.1 The following goals are expected to be achieved by desllns 
conforming to this specification. 

2.3.1.1 Data rates of up to 36 MHz (bits). 

2.3.1.2 Up to eight drives addressable per controller. 

2.3.1.3 Cable (Massbus) lengths of up to 160 feet (allowing 10 feet 
per drive In the daisy-chain configuration). 

2.4 GENERAL ABSTRACT 

2.4.0 The following are the main features of the Massbus. 

2.4.1 The Massbus Is composed of two sections, containing a total of 
55 signals. The data bus section, for hlsh-speed data 
transmission, consists of a 19 bit parallel data path and six 
control lines. The control bus section, for control and 
status Infonnatlon transfer, contains a 17 bit path and 14 
control lines. 

2.4.2 Each drive contains up to thirty-two addressable resisters 
(some drives may Implement only a subset of these). Some of 
these registers, when written Into, control the normal and 
maintenance operations of the drive. All registers may be 
read from, to obtain status Information. 

2.4.3 A sector format (for disk and drum) ·Is specified containing 
header and data records. The length of the header record Is 
fixed and specified (for those drives which Implement It). 
The length of the data record Is not specified, and 
·conslderable effort has been made to avoid Implicit 
restrictions on Its length. 
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The ·purpose of the control bus Is to transmit control commands 
and Information from controller to drive; to transmit status 
Information from drive to controller; to notify the 
controller when an unusual (attention) condition exists In one 
or more drives; and to provide a master reset (all drives) 
signal from the controller. 

CONTROL BUS SIGNALS 

Control (C (0:15»; Bidirectional 

These 16 bidirectional lines carry the control and status 
I nformat Ion. 

Control Parity (CPA); Bidirectional 

This bidirectional line carries a parity bit associated with 
the control lines (odd parity). 

Drive Select (OS (0:2»; Controller To Drive 

These three lines select the drive to be accessed. 

When the Register Select lines RS(0:4) • 04(base 8), the Drive 
Select lines are Ignored and all drives respond. This Is for 
transmission of the Attention Summary psuedo register bits. 

Register Select (RS <0:4»; Controller To Drive 

These five lines select a register In the selected drive. 

When the selected register RS (0:4) • 04(base 8), each drive 
gates out only one bit: Its Attention Active (ATA) bit Is 
driven onto one of the control lines In the bit position 
corresponding to the drive unit number. 

Controller To Drive (CTOD); Controller To Drive 

This line selects the direction of transfer. It Is asserted 
when the transfer Is from controller to drive. 

Demand (OEM); Controller To Drive 

This line Is asserted by the controller to Initiate a transfer 
"handshake". 

Transfer (TRA); Drive To Controller 
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This line Is asserted by the selected drive to complete a 
transfer "handshakeu • 

When the selected re.lster RS (0:4) • 04(base 8), this line Is 
asserted by each drlve# but the controller Ignores the 
assertion. Instead, the controller completes the transfer 
after It "times out". This Is necessary because each bit on 
the control lines Is coming from a different drive. 

Attention (ATTN); Drive To Controller 

This line Is asserted by a drive when It has an "Attention 
Active" condition. One or more drives may assert It at the 
same time. 

Initialize (INIT); Controller To Drive 

When this line Is asserted by the controller, all drives 
perform a reset function. 

The purpose of the Initialize line Is to give an easy way to 
clear all drives at once; to allow Initialization of the 
drives at system startup time; and to allow clearing of 
transIent faults. 

INIT should never be asserted while RUN Is asserted. 

Fall (FAIL); Controller to Drive 

3.2.10.1 This line Is asserted by the controller when power falls In 
the controller. It Is negated when 'power In the controller Is 
ok. The drive should Ignore assertions of DEM and INIT while 
FAIL Is asserted. See Section 11.5.1 for further detalls~ 

3.3 SEQUENCE AND TIMING OF CONTROL BUS TRANSFERS 

3.3.1 Introduction 

3.3.1.1 The flowcharts and timing diagrams below describe the normal 
operation of the control.bus. In this section, "read" means a 
transfer from a drive register to the controller, and "write" 
means a transfer the other way. 

3.3.1.2 Not all resisters are Implemented In all drives. When t·he 
register selected by the RS lines Is unimplemented, the drive 
will still respond with the normal sequence shown In 3.3.4 and 
3.3.8 below. After the sequence Is complete# the drive will 
set the Illegal Register (ILR) error bit (see section 7). 
Zeros are transmitted on the C lines on a control bus read; 
on a write, the bIts on the C lines are checked for parity, 
but are otherwise Ignored. 
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3.3.1.3 Some registers are desllnated as read only. Performing a 
control bus write to one of these rellsters will not cause an 
error; the bits on the C lines are checked for parity, but 
are otherwise Ignored. 

3.3.1.4 While a drive Is busy (DRY bit Is reset), most registers 
cannot be modified by writing. The exceptions to this are the 
Attention Summary register, and possibly the Maintenance 
register (depending on the drive designer's specification). 
Performln, a control bus write to an unmodlflable register 
while the drive Is busy will cause the. Register Modification 
Refused (RMR) error, after the normal sequence has been 
completed. The bits on the C lines are checked for parity, 
but are otherwise Ignored. 

3.3.1.5 The maximum cable delay time between controller and drive Is 
375 nanoseconds, assumlnl a S5 nanosecond driver and receiver 
delay and a 2 nanosecond per foot propagation delay over a 160 
foot length. The minimum cable delay Is O. In the flowcharts 
below, wherever a flowline crosses between controller and 
drive, Imagine a "butterfly" exists specifying max 375, min 0, 
over which the designer has no control. 

3.3.1.6 The normal "handshake" sequences for control bus reads and 
writes are described In 3.3.2 and 3.3.6. Several unusual 
conditions can occur which will modify this sequence. One Is 
addressing the Attention Summary register (see 3.3.5 and 
3.3.9). Another Is when the selected drive does not exist 
(see 3.8.1); this Is the "Nonexistent Drive" error condition. 

3.3.2 Control Bus Read Sequence 

5.3.2.1 Refer to 3.3.4 for a timing diagram of this sequence. A 
flowchart of the sequence Is shown In 3.3.3. This flowchart 
Includes timing restrictions In a notation described In 1.4. 

5.3.2.2 The normal read sequence Is as follows. 

1. The controller asserts the appropriate OS and RS lines and 
negates the CTOD line. 

2. After waiting the deskew and set up time (min 225, max 
325) and waiting, If necessary, for the TRA line to be 
negated, the controller asserts OEM. 

3. After a cable delay, the selected drive receives the OEM 
assertion. 75 nanoseconds of set up time has been allowed 
so that the drive may use the DEM assertion edge as a 
strobe on the output of Its OS lines comparator and Its RS 
lines decoder. The controller should hold the DS and RS 
lines constant until the assertion of TRA Is received. 

, mamBDI!ID EN-OI047-1A-16-R175-(327) 
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4. Not more than 500 nanoseconds later (700 for dual 
controller drives), the drive has gated the contents of 
the selected register onto the C lines and has generated 
CPA. It asserts TRA (each C line and CPA must be held 
steady until step 7). 

S. After a cable delay, the controller receives the TRA 
assertion. The controller may disable or change the OS, 
RS, and CTOO lines now (If the next control bus cycle Is a 
read, the deskew of OS, RS, and CTOD for the next cycle 
may begin at this time). 

6. After waiting for deskew time (min 150, max 250), the 
controller strobes or gates In the C lines and CPA. 
Parity checking may begin at this time. 

7. 

The controller may negate DEM at this time, or It may 
delay the negation of OEM In order to gate the Clines 
through without bufferlnl. 

After a 
negation. 
TRA. 

cable delay, the selected drive receives the OEM 
It disables the C lines and CPA and negates 

8. After a cable delay, the controller receives the TRA 
negation. This completes the control bus read cycle (If 
the next control bus cycle Is a write, the controller may 
begin deskew of the C lines at this time (or later). This 
cannot be begun sooner because the selected drive has been 
asserting the C lines until step 7. If the next cycle Is 
a read, the controller may assert OEM now or when the RS, 
DS, and CTOO deskew time Is finished, whichever occurs 
later). 
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FIGURE 3.3.4 
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Reading The Attention Summary Register 

The Attention Summary register Is not a normal register. It 
Is composed of one bit In each of UP to eight drives. When 
this register (04) Is read by the controller, each drive gates 
Its ATA bit out onto one of the C lines (drIve 00 onto COO, 
etc.). 

Because all drives are responding at once, the normal 
handshake sequence Is not valid. Instead of using the TRA 
assertion as a "ready to read" signal, the controller walts 
for the maximum delay time and then unconditionally strobes 
the C lines. The controller nelates DEM after It has strobed 
the C lInes. No drive may disable Its C line output until It 
has negated TRA (typically after receiving the negation of 
DEM). When ·the TRA line becomes negated at the controller 
(after each drive has negated TRA)# the controller knows that 
the cycle Is complete. 

Since no single drive Is generating all of the C bits, It Is 
Impossible for any drive to generate a valid parity bit. 
Therefore, the controller must Ignore the CPA line and must 
not check parity when reading the Attention Summary register. 

The sequence for reading the Attention Summary register Is as 
follows Crefer to 3.3.5.4 for a timing diagram of this 
sequence). 

1. The controller asserts code 04(base 8) on the RS lines and 
negates the CTOD line (the state of the OS lines does not 
matter). . . 

2. After waiting the deskew and set up time (min 225, max 325 
nanoseconds) and waiting, If necessary, for the TRA line 
to be negated, the controller asserts DEM. 

3. After cable delay, each drive receives the DEN assertion. 
75 nanoseconds of set up time has been allowed so that the 
drive may use the DEM assertion edge as a strobe on the 
output of Its RS lines decoder. The controller should 
hold the RS lines constant until the assertion of TRA Is 
received. 

4. Not more than 250 nanoseconds after receiving the DEM 
assertion, each drive lates out Its ATA bit onto a Cline, 
and asserts TRA (the C line must be held steady until step 
6). 

5. After cable delay, the controller receives the TRA 
assertion from the nearest (or fastest) drive. However, 
since the response of other drives must also be waited 
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for, the controller does not use the TRA assertion to 
start deskew. Jnstead, It walts at least 1450 nanoseconds 
from the assertion of DEM (step 2). At this time, the 
controller strobes the C lInes and negates DEM (but does 

.not check parity). The controller may disable or change 
the DS, RS, and ClOD lines now (If the next cycle Is a 
read, the deskew of DS, RS, and CTOD for the next cycle 
may begin at this time). 

6. After cable delay, each drive receives the OEM negation. 
It disables the C line It was driving and negates TRA. 

7. After cable delay, the controller finally receives the 
negation of TRA after all drives have negated It. This 
completes the Attention Summary register read cycle. 

If the next control bus cycle Is a write, the controller 
may· begin deskew of the C lines at this time (or later). 
This cannot be begun sooner because some drive may have 
been asserting a C line until step 6. If the next cycle 
Is a read, the controller may assert DEM now or when the 
RS, DS, and CTOD deskew time Is finished, whichever occurs 
later. 
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Control Bus Write Sequence 

Refer to 3.3.8 for a timing diagram of this sequence. A 
flowchart of the sequence Is shown In 3.3.7. This floWchart 
Includes timing restrictions In a notation described In 1.4. 

The normal write sequence Is as follows. 

1. The controller asserts the appropriate OS and RS lines, 
asserts the CTOD line, and gates out a word on the Clines 
(the C lines and CPA must be held steady until step 5). 

2. After waiting the deskew and set up time (min 225, max 325 
nanoseconds> and waiting, If necessary, for the TRA line 
to be negated, the controller asserts DEM. 

3. After a cable delay, the selected drive receives the DEM 
assertion. 75 nanoseconds set up time has been allowed so 
that the drive may use the DEM assertion edge as a strobe 
on the output of Its DS lines comparator and Its RS lines 
decoder. The controller should hold the OS and RS lines 
constant until the assertion of TRA Is received. 

4. Not more than 250 nanoseconds later, the drive has strobed 
or gated In the C lines and CPA. It asserts TRA. Parity· 
checking may begIn at thIs time. 

5. After a cable delay, the controller receIves the TRA 
assertion. It negates OEM. The controller may disable or 
change the OS, RS, CTOD, and C .11 nes now, and beg I n the 
deskew for the next cycle. . 

6. After a cable delay, the selected drive receives the OEM 
negation. It negates TRA. 

7. After a 
negation. 

cable delay, the controller receives the TRA 
thIs completes the control bus write cycle. 

For the next cycle, the controller may assert OEM now or 
when the RS, OS, and CTOD deskew time Is fInished, 
whichever occurs later. 
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Writing The Attention Summary Register 

Writing Into the Attention Summary register has the special 
purpose of resetting selected ATA bits In the drives. This 
reg·lster (04) Is composed of one bit In each drive; when It 
Is written Into, each drive gates In one of the C lines (COO 
Into drive 00, etc.). If the line Is asserted, that drive 
will reset Its ATA bit (If the line Is negated, the drive does 
not change the state of ATA). 

Because all drives are responding at once, the normal 
handshake sequence Is not valid. Instead of using the TRA 
assertion as a "data received" signal, the controller holds 
the C lines valid for the maximum delay tIme (at least 1450 
nanoseconds) and assumes that they are received by that time. 

Since all C bits are coming from the controller In this case, 
the controller generates a valid parity bit on the CPA line. 
The drives will check the parity as In a normal write 

r sequence. 

The sequence for writing the AttentIon Summary register Is as 
follows (refer to 3.3.9.4 for a timing diagram of this 
sequence) • 

1. The controller asserts code 04(base 8) on the RS lines, 
asserts the CTOO line, and gates out the C lines and CPA 
(the state of the 'OS lines does not matter). The Clines 
and CPA must be held steady until step 5. 

2. After waiting the deskew and set up time (min 225, max 325 
nanoseconds) and waiting, If necessary, for the TRA line 
to be negated, the controller asserts OEM. 

3. After cable delay, each drive receives the OEM assertion. 
75 nanoseconds of set up time has been allowed so that the 
drive may use the OEM assertion edge as a strobe on the 
output of Its RS lines decoder The controller should hold 
the RS lines constant until It has strobed the C lines and 
negated OEM. 

4. Not more than 250 nanoseconds· after receiving the OEM 
assertion, each drive gates In the C lines and CPA, and 
asserts TRA. The assertion of the appropriate one of the 
C lines Is used to reset ATA In each drive. Parity 
checkln, may be done at,thls tIme. 

5. After cable delay, the controller receives the TRA 
assertion. from the nearest (or fastest) drive. However, 
since other drives must also have time to respond, the 
controller doe. not use the TRA assertion to terminate the 

----------

'amaD~D EN-OI047·1A·16·R175·(327) 
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cycle. Instead, It walts at least 1450 nanoseconds from 
the assertlon of OEM (step 2). At this time the 
controller nelates OEM. 

The controller may disable or change the DS, RS, CTOD, and 
C lines now, and begin the deskew for the next cycle. 

6. After a cable delay, each drive receives the DEM nelatlon, 
and negates TRA. 

7. After all drives have negated TRA and after cable delay, 
the controller finally receives the TRA negation. This 
completes the Attention Summary register write cycle. 

For the next cycle, the controller may assert OEM now or 
when the RS, DS, and CTOD deskew time Is finished, 
whichever occurs later). 
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COMMAND INITIATION 

General 

To Initiate a command In a drive, the controller (or the CPU, 
via the controller) writes a word Into the Control register 
(00) of the drive. This word will contain a command code In 
bIts 1 through 5 and a GO bit (always set, when starting a 
command) In posItion o. The drive begins executing the 
command (If It Is a valid one) as soon as the OEM line Is 
negated on the control bus write which loaded the control 
register. 

Command codes fall Into two classes: non data transfer 
commands (such as Drive Clear, and Seek) and data transfer 
commands (such as Read Data). Bits 0 through 5 (Including the 
GO bit) are 01 through 47(base 8) for non data transfer 
command codes; 51(base 8) through 77(base 8) are for data 
transfer codes (see section 6 for a description of commands 
and their codes). 

Non Data Transfer Commands 

Non data transfer commands have effect only on the state of 
the drive. The controller merely writes the command word Into 
the drIve as It would for any register. At the completion of 
the command execution, the drive typIcally raises an attention 
conditIon In order to signal Its completion (see section 10 
for a description of the attention condition). 

If the non data transfer command code written Into the drIve 
Is not recognized by the drive as a valid command, the drive 
will normally signal an error by raising an attention 
conditIon. 

Data Transfer Commands 

When any data transfer command Is written Into a drive, the 
controller expects data transfer on the data bus to begin soon 
thereafter. Normally, the controller will set a "controller 
busy" status bit related to the data bus as soon as the data 
transfer command code Is written Into a drive. Data transfer 
then follows, as descrIbed In section 4. See also section 10 
for notes on programming related to data transfer. 

THE ATTENTION LINE (ATTN) 

The Attention line Is the means by which drives which are not 
doing data transfers signal their need for service. The 
normal response of the controller Is to cause an Interrupt In 
the CPU when the Attention lrne Is asserted. The CPU can then 
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Inspect the Attention Summary regIster and proceed from there. 

Whenever the ATA bit In a drIve Is set, that drive Is also 
assertIng the AttentIon line. Up to eight drives may be 
asserting the Attention lln~ at one time. 

Drives do not set the ATA bit (and therefore do not assert the 
Attention line) while they are executing commands of any sort 
(the drive ready (DRY) status bit Is set whenever ATA gets 
set). No Internally generated changes of status should 
normally occur In a drive after It has set Its ATA bit. . 

See section 8.1 for treatment of the attention condition when 
operating with dual controller drives. 

THE INITIALIZE LINE (INIT) 

The Initialize line Is used to perform a "system reset" of all 
drives attached to a controller. This line may be asserted by 
the controller at any time; however, the controller may not 
assert INIT and RUN simultaneously (see sec. 4.2.5.3). 

When the INIT line Is asserted by the controller, It will have 
a minimum pulse duration of 400 nanoseconds. 

When a drIve receIves the assertIon of INIT, It ImmedIately 
aborts the execution of any ongoing command and then performs 
all functions described for the drive clear command (see 
6.2.1.7). 

In dual controller drives, a drive whIch Is switched to 
controller B does not respond to the assertion of INIT on 
controller A, and vice versa. 

CONTROL BUS PARITY CHECKING 

Both the controller and the drive normally generate and check 
parity on control bus transfers. The CPA line Is asserted or 
not to make an odd modulo 2 sum of the sixteen C lines and the 
CPA line. 

When the controller reads the Attention Summary register (04), 
correct parity cannot be generated because not all C bits are 
being generated In one drive. Therefore, the controller must 
Ignore the result of parity checking In this case. 

All drives and controllers will have a means of dlsabllnc 
parity checking while otherwise operatlnc normally. The 
purpose Is to permit smaller, limited feature controllers or 
drives which do not contain parity circuitry to operate with 
standard drives or controllers. 

mamaama EN-OI047-1A-16-R175-(327) 
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Note: Not all current drives contain this feature. 

When a control bus parity error Is detected during a write 
Into a drive register, the register should be loaded, and then 
PAR (or the appropriate error Indicator) ERR, and ATA are set. 
In the case of a write Into the Control register (00), the 
register should be loaded, but detection of a control bus 
parity error should Inhibit the setting of the GO bit, and no 
command execution should occur. 

OTHER CONTROL BUS TIMING CONSTRAINTS 

If the controller selects a drive (05(0:2» which Is not 
present, there will be no response to the OEM assertion. The 
controller should walt a minimum of 1450 nanoseconds after 
asserting OEM before declaring the error. It Is recommended 
that this time not exceed 1800 nanoseconds. 

These times are the same as shown above for the timeout In 
reading and writIng the Attention Summary register. The same 
timer circuit may be used for both. The error will not occur 
when reading or writing the attention summary register. 

The OEM line Is always negated durIng the first deskew portion 
of the control bus timing cycle. Therefore, It Is always 
negated for at least 225 nanoseconds before being asserted. 

Because all of the timing of the control bus Is based on a 
maximum electrical length of 160 feet, It Is not possible to 
extend the Massbus beyond this leng~h, such as by using bus 
repeaters. 

Controllers and drives must Insure that, when they are 
generating them, the signals on each of the C lines and on CPA 
are fixed and stable (either asserted or negated) from the 
time they are gated out unt 11 the OEM 11 ne Is neg·ated. Th I s 
may require that certain status lines be buffered or latched 
when their states are being gated onto the Clines. 
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The. purpose of the data bus Is to transmit blocks of data at 
high speed between the controller .nd drive. and to control 
the Initiation and termination of block trans.lsslons. Data 
transmission Is "synchronous". 

DATA BUS SIGNALS 

Data (0(0:17»; Bidirectional 

These lInes carry 18 bits of data between controller and 
drive. 

Data Parity (OPA); Bidirectional 

This line carrIes a parity bit associated with the Data lines 
(odd parity). 

Sync Clock (SClK); Drive To Controller 

This line carries a clock sIgnal, generated by the drive, 
whIch controls the gating and strobing of data on the Data 
lines. 

Write Clock (WCLK); Controller To Drive 

This line returns the Sync Clock (SClK) signal to the drive 
during transmission of data from controller to drive. It 
tells the drive when to strobe the data lines during a write. 

Run (RUN); Controller To Drive. 

This line controls the start-up and continuation of data 
transfer commands. 

4.2.5.2 The RUN line Is first asserted by the controller to start the 
execution of a data transfer command which has been placed In 
the Control register of a drive. Thereafter, the drive 
Inspects the RUN line at the trailing edge (negation) of each 
EBl pulse; If the RUN line Is stIll asserted, the operation 
normally continues. 

_~2.5.3 RUN should not be asserted while INIT Is asserted. 

4u2.6 

4.2.6.1 

End Of Block (EBl); DrIve To Controller 

This line Is pulsed by the drive at the end of each block 
(sector or record) of data transmitted. At the~rallln, edge 
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(negation) of the pulse, the drive Inspects the RUN line. If 
RUN Is asserted the drive continues to read or write. If RUN 
Is negated, the drive terminates the operation and disconnects 
from the data bus. 

The EBl line Is always pulsed at least once by the drive which 
Is commanded to read or write. This Is necessary, even In 
case of error, so that the controller can tell when the drive 
has disconnected from the data bus. 

The duration of an EBl pulse Is at least 1.5 microseconds. 
This Is long enough to allow the controller to respond to the 
leading edge by negating the RUN line, and have the negation 
safely recognized when the trailing edge occurs. 

After a drive has disconnected from the data bus (at the 
negation of an EBl pulse), no more state changes shall occur 
due to the data transfer operation just terminated. 

Exception (EXC); Bidirectional 

This line Is asserted by a drive performing a data transfer to 
Indicate that an error condition has been detected. 

Once asserted by a drive, the EXC line remains asserted until 
the trailing edge of the last EBl pulse. 

The time from the assertion of EXC to the trailing edge of the 
next EBl pulse must not be less than 1.5 microseconds. This 
Is to allow the controller time to respond to the EXC 
assertton safely before the drive ne~t Inspects the RUN line. 

The EXC line may be asserted by the controller In order to 
abort a data transfer command, but the controller may not 
assert EXC and RUN simultaneously. 

Occupied (OCC); Drive To Controller 

OCC Is asserted by the drive as soon as a valid data transfer 
command Is recognized and accepted. It Is negated at the 
trailing edge of the last EBl pulse. 

NOTE: 

OCC assertion Is not conditional on receiving RUN 
assertion. 

SEQUENCE AND TIMING OF DATA BUS TRANSFERS 

Introduction 
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The data bus Is used for transmission of data from and to the 
drive recording medIum. Timing of transfers Is controlled by 
a clock which Is generated by the drive. 

Tra~sfers are oriented towards blocks of data which are 
transmItted as a group (e.g., sectors on a disk, records on 
mag tape). The drive will normally send and receive data only 
as whole blocks. If the number of data words desired by the 
CPU Is not an Integral times the number of words per block, It 
Is up to the controller to stop the transfer to memory on 
reads or to provide filler·words on writes. 

The data bus Is shared among all drives. Only one drive may 
be attached to It at a time. The controller should prevent a 
data transfer command from being loaded Into a drive while OCC 
Is asserted. 

A drive attaches Itself to the data bus and asserts OCC when a 
data transfer conmand Is loaded Into Its Control regIster. 
After transferring one or more blocks of data (unless a class 
B error occurs), the drive disconnects from the data bus and 
negates OCC. Disconnect always occurs at the traIling edge 
(negation) of an EBl pulse. 

For detailed description of error conditions and theIr effects 
on data bus signals, see· section 7. 

Data Bus Read Sequence 

This section describes a typical data bus read sequence with 
no errors. 4.3.2.3 Is a timing diagram of a read of a single 
sector with four words. 4.3.2.2 Is a flowchart, with timing 
restrictions, of the read sequence. The following sequence 
occurs on a data bus read Crefer to 4.3.2.3). 

1. A read command Is loaded Into the Control register of the 
drive. If the command Is valid, the drive enables Its 
data bus receivers and drivers and asserts OCC. 

2. Not more than 100 microseconds after step 1, the 
controller asserts RUN. 

3. After a cable delay, the drive receives the RUN assertIon. 
DIsk drives now begin searchIng for the desIred sector. 
Tape drives begin tape motion. 

4. When the drIve has read the first data word and gated It 
onto the D lines, It generates DPA and asserts SClK. 

5. After a cable delay, the controller receives the SClK 
assertion. 
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The drive nesates SCLK 
asserting It, where 
percent of the nominal 
whichever Is greater. 
valid for no less than 
SCLK Is negated. 
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no less than T nanoseconds after 
T Is either 225 nanoseconds or 30 
burst data period of the drive, 
The Data lines should be maintained 
one half of the SCLK Interval after 

7. After a cable delay, the controller receives the SCLK 
negation. The controller strobes the D lines and OPA, and 
checks the parity. 

8. If there Is more data to be read In this block, then not 
less than T nanoseconds after step 6, the drive gates out 
the next data word onto the 0 lines, generates OPA, and 
'asserts SClK. Steps 5, 6, and 7 then follow. 

9. After the negation of SCLK (step 6) on the last word of 
data In the block, the drive asserts ESl. 

10. After a cable delay, the controller receives the ESl 
assertion. At this time, the controller must' decide 
whether or not to have the drive read the next block of 
data without disconnecting from the data bus (the 
controller may already have negated the RUN line). 

11. If the controller decides not to read the next block, It 
negates the RUN line not later than 500 nanoseconds after 
step 10. 

12. After a cable delay, the drive receives the RUN negation 
(the RUN line may already have been negated). 

13. Not less than 1500 nanoseconds after step 9, the drive 
negates EBL. At this time the drive strobes the RUN 
line. If RUN has been negated, the drive disconnects 
from the data bus (the DRY bit should be set and OCC 
negated at this time). 

14. After a cable delay, the controller receives the EBl 
negation (the controller may now generate an 
end-of-transfer Interrupt, and start another data 
transfer). 
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FIGURE 4.3.2.2 
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Data Bus Write Sequence 

This section describes a typical data bus write sequence with 
no errors. 4.3.3.2 Is a flowchart of the write sequence, 
showing timIng restrictions. See 4.3.3.3 for a tIming diagram 
of a write of a single sector with four words. 

The following sequence occurs on a data bus write. 

1. A write conmand Is loaded Into the Control rellster of the 
drive. If the command Is valid, the drive enables Its 
data bus receivers and drivers and asserts OCC. 

2. Not more than 10 milliseconds after step 1, the controller 
has lated the first word onto the D lInes, and has 
lenerated DPA. It asserts RUN. 

3. After a cable delay, the drive receives the RUN assertion. 
Disk drives now begIn searchlna for the desired sector. 
Tape drives begin tape motion. 

4. When the drive Is ready to accept the first word, It 
asserts SClK. 

5. After a cable delay, the controller receives the SClK 
assertion. The controller asserts WClK. 

6. After a cable delay, the drive receives the WClK 
assertion. The drive now strobes the 0 lines and DPA. (t 
checks parity (the drive may now.begln to write the word 
on the rned I urn). 

7. The drive neaates SClK no less than T nanoseconds after 
assertIng It, whe~e T Is either 225 nanoseconds or 30 
percent of the nominal burst data period of the drive, 
whichever Is greater. 

I. After a cable delay, the controller receives the SClK 
nesatlon. The controller negates WClK; It then gates out 
the next word on the D lines, and generates DPA. 

9. After a cable delay, the drive receives the WClK nelatlon. 

10. 'f more words are to be written, then not less than ·T 
nanoseconds after negating SClK, the drive asserts It 
alaln (the Interval between the fIrst and second SClK 
pulses shown In 4.3.3.3 Is longer than the later 
Intervals, since this Is probably typical behavior for 
dIsk drives. The restrictions on the Intervals are not 
dIfferent). Steps 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9 then follow. 
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11. After the ne,atlon of Sell (step 7) for the last word In 
the block l th~ drive asserts EBl. 

12. After a cable delay, the controller receives the EBl 
assertion. At t~ls ~Ime, the controller must d~clde 
whether or not to have the drive wrIte the next block of 
data without disconnecting from the data bus (the 
controller may already have negated the RUN lIne). 

13. If the controller decides not to write the next block, It 
negates the RUN line not later than 500 nanoseconds after 
step "12. 

14. After a cable delay, the drive receives the RUN negation 
(the RUN line may already have been negated). 

15. Not less than 1500 nanoseconds after step 11, the drive 
negates EBl. At this time the drive strobes the RUN 
line. If RUN has been nelated, the drive disconnects 
from the data bus (the DRY bit should be set and oce 
negated at this time). 

16. After a cable delay, the controller receives the EBl 
negation (the controller may now generate an 
end-of-transfer Interrupt, and start another data 
transfer). 
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FIGURE 4.3.3.3 
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DATA BUS PARITY CHECKING 

Both the controller and the drive normally generate and check 
parity on data bus transfers. The DPA line Is asserted or not 
to ,make an odd modu 1 0 2 sum of the e I gh teen D 11 ne,s and the 
DPA line. 

All drives and controllers will have a means of dIsabling 
parity checking while otherwise operating normally. The 
purpose Is to permit smaller limited-feature controllers or 
drives which do not contain parIty circuitry to operate with 
standard drives or controllers. 

Note: Not all current drives contain this feature. 

ERROR SIGNALING 

The EXC line Is used to signal an error condition by the drive 
which Is doing a data transfer while the transfer Is going on. 
See section 7 for a complete description of how various error 
conditions are handled. 

The drive which Is doing a data transfer never asserts the 
ATTN line (of the control bus) while the data transfer Is 
going on. If an error occurs, the drive does assert ATTN 
after disconnecting from the data bus (after the DRY bIt Is 
set and OCC negated). 

When the controller asserts EXC, It must always negate RUN; 
under normal condItions, the controller negates RUN whenever 
the EXC lIne Is asserted. See sectron 7 for descrIptions of 
cases where thIs may not be true, and the possIble 
consequences. 

DATA TRANSFER COMMAND TERMINATION 

Data transfer commands are normally termInated at the traIlIng 
edge (negation) of the EBL pulse (when the RUN line has been 
negated). In abnormal or error sItuatIons, the drive still 
mus~ generate an EBL pulse, In order to define to the 
controller when the drIve has dIsconnected from the data bus. 

When a drIve negates EBL, It disconnects from the data bus If 
anyone of the following Is true: 

1. The RUN line Is negated. 

2. The EXC line has been asserted by the controller 

3. The drive has asserted EXC due to a Class B error. 
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The controller cannot distinguish 3 above from the case of a 
Class A error (In which the drive will continue If RUN remains 
asserted). Therefore, case 3 may result In a "NO SCLK" 
timeout after 250 milliseconds (see section 7). 

In mag tape, a Frame Count register substitutes for sector 
detection on disks. The mag tape drive. generates an EBl pulse 
when the frame count becomes zero. 

During data transfers, control bus writes are not permitted 
Into any registers except the Attention Sunmary register and 
the Maintenance register. 

ADDITIONAL DATA BUS TIMING RESTRICTIONS 

Because the timing of the data bus Is based on a maximum 
electrIcal length of 160 feet, It Is not possible to extend 
the Massbus beyond this length, such as by using bus 
repeaters. 

There Is a point In time for each sector (on disk) beyond 
which an attempt to read or write that sector will fall (on 
this revolution). let us call this the "Sector Decision 
Point". The drive should assure that the trailing edge of the 
EBl pulse occurs not later than 5 microseconds before the 
"Sector Decision Point" of the following sector. The purpose 
Is to allow the controller· sufficient time, after a transfer 
terminates on a drive, to write a new desired sector address 
and a new command Into that drive, and not lose a 
revolution when the desired sector Is ~he next one. 

When the drive asserts EXC, It must assure that (whenever EBL 
Is next asserted) EXC and EBL are asserted together for at 
least 1500 nanoseconds. This may sometimes require extending 
the normal duratIon of the EBL pulse. 

When a severe (Class B) error occurs In a drive during a data 
transfer, the drive designer must take steps to assure that 
the SCLK, EXC, and ESl lines do not get "stuck" In the 
asserted state. Also, the SCLK pulse should not be allowed to 
"glitch" (have a very short duration) In any error case. 

After the controller has asserted RUN, an error should be 
declared If no SCLK pulse Is received for 250 milliseconds ·or 
more (unless OCC Is asserted). An error should also be 
declared If, after RUN Is negated, no ESL pulse has occurred 
for 250 milliseconds or more (unless OCC Is asserted). The 
assertion of OCC should Inhibit both timeout errors. 

After the drive has received a valid data transfer command, 
the drive should declare an error (Class B, which causes EXC 
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and EBL pulses to occur) If RUN assertion has not been 
received for 10 milliseconds or more. 

The drive will not assert EXC (without a simultaneous EBl 
pulse) until after RUN assertion (or EXC assertion) has been 
rec·e I ved. 

A drive should assert SCLK no sooner than 2 microseconds after 
receiving the OEM assertion on the writing of a valid command 
Into the Control register. 

The controller does not assert WCLK on read and write-check 
operat Ions. 

RECOMMENDED PULSE DURATIONS 

The EBL pulse should be Initiated as early as possible. Its 
duration, If possible, should be at least 2 to 5 microseconds, 
as long as this Is consistent with 4.7.2. More than the 5 
microsecond margin specified In 4.7.2 should be provided If 
possible. 

The controller should assert RUN as early as possible. Under 
normal circumstances, RUN should remain asserted until the 
controller recognizes the end of a transmfsslon (by word count 
or block count). 

The drive should be prepared to abort a data transfer In an 
orderly way during the time after an EBl pulse negation and 
before the next sector decision point (see sec. 4.7.2). Some 
controllers may routinely use the ·EXt line to stop transfers 
during this time. 
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s. DRIVE REGISTERS 

5.1 INTRODUCTION 

5.1.1 There are a maximum of 32 registers addressable In each drive; 
a drive wIll normally Implement 8 subset of these. When a 
register which Is defined In this section Is Implemented, It 
must be assigned to the Massbus locatIon specified In Its 
definitIon. 

5.2 DESCRIPTION OF DRIVE REGISTERS 

5.2.1 Massbus Location 00 

5.2".1.1 This location contains the Control register. This regIster 
receIves the command code, and dIsplays Port Status, Format, 
and GO bIts. 

5.2.1.2" All Massbus devices must Implement thIs register. 

5.2.2 Massbus Location 01 

5.2.2.1 This locatIon contains the Status register. This Read-Only 
regIster dIsplays all non-error status bIts plus the composite 
error bit. " 

5.2.2.2 All Massbus devices must Implement this register. 

5.2.3 Massbus Location 02 

5.2.3.1 This location contains the Error 1 register 

5.2.3.2 All Massbus devices must Implement this register. 

5.2.4 Massbus Location 03 

5.2.4.1 This location contains the Maintenance register. This 
regIster Is to be defined by the drive designer, for use In" 
diagnostIc and maintenance functions. 

5.2.4.2 All Massbus devices must Implement this register. 

5.2.5 Massbus Location 04 

5.2.5.1 This location contains the Attention Summary register. This 
Is a special pseudo-register which displays the "Attention 
Active" status of all drives, one bit per drive. Each of 
these ATA bits may be cleared by writing a "1" Into the 
appropriate positIon In this register. 
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5.2.5.2 All Massbus devices must Implement this register. 

5.2.6 Massbus Location 05 

5.2.6.1 All.16 bits of this register are to be Implemented as 
Read/Write bits to assure that diagnostic routines have at 
least one register In which all 16 bits of the control bus are 
received and latched. 

5.2.6.2 

5.2.t.3 

5.2.7 

5.2.7.1 

5.2.7.2 

5.2.8 

5.2.8.1 

5.2.8.2 

This location contaIns the Frame Count register of Massbus 
tape drIves. 

This location contains the Desired Sector/Track 
register of Massbus drum and disk devices. 

Massbus Location 06 

Address 

This location contains the Drive-Type register. This 
Read-Only re~lster contains Information Identifying the drive 
model and characteristics. 

Engineering note 3.5 shows sample settIngs of all bits In this 
regIster for the drives which have been assigned Drive Type 
Numbers. 

All Massbus devices must Implement thIs register. 

Massbus Location 07 

This location contains the Look-Ahead register of Massbus disk 
drives. This Read-Only register displays Information on the 
rotational position of a disk. 

This location contains the Tape Character Check register of 
Massbus tape drives. 

5.2.9 Massbus Location 12(base 8) 

5.2.9.1 This location contains the Desired Cylinder Address register 
of Massbus moving head disk drives. This register receives 
the address of a cylinder to which a Seek Is to be done. 

5.2.10 Massbus Location 13tbase 8) 

5.2.10.1 This location contains the Current CYlinder Address register 
of Massbus moving head disk drives. This Read-Only register 
displays the address of the cYlinder at which a moving-head 
disk Is positioned. 

5.2.11 Massbus Location 14(base 8) 

~DmDDmD EN-OI047-1A-16-R17S-(327) 
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5.2.11.1 This location contains the Serial Number Register of certain 
Massbus devices. This regIster must be Implemented on drives 
with a removable medium (I.e., magtape, cartrIdge dIsk, etc.). 
On other drives, thIs register may be Implemented If desired 
by the drive designer. 

The Serial Number register Is not required on drives with a 
non-removable medium because the drive serial number can be. 
recorded on the medium. 

5.2.11.2 This register Is Intended to allow IdentIfication of the drive 
unit and to distinguish It from other drives, possibly of the 
same type, attached to a single controller. It. Is also 
Intended as an aid to fIeld servIce trouble report Ina, by 
alvlng software the means to consistentlY Identify the 
particular drIve whIch has failed or has given error 
Indications. 

5.2.11.3 The serial number Is displayed as four decimal digits, which 
are the last four digits of the drive serial number as 
normally defined and stamped on the cabinet. 

5.3 DETAILS OF MANDATORY DRIVE REGISTERS 

5.3.1 

5.3.1.1 

5.3.1.2 

S.3.1.3 

5.3.1.4 

5.3.1.5 

Control Register (00); Read/Write 

BIt 0 (GO), Read/Write 

A command (bits 1-5 of this register) which Is to be executed 
Is always transmitted with this bit set. When the assertion 
of the "GO" bit Is received the drive resets the DRY status 
bIt. When reading from this register, thIs bit always 
corresponds to the opposite of the DRY status bit. 

BIts 1-5 (F1-FS), Function Code; Read/WrIte 

These bits are the command which Is being or has been executed 
by the drive. See section 6. 

Bits 6-10 

These bits are reserved for use by the controller. 

Bit 11 (OVA) Drive Available; Read-Only 

This bit Is Intended for use In dual-controller 
configurations. The bit normally appears set. It appears 
reset when the drive Is switched to the other controller. 

Bit 12-13 (spare); Read-Only 

mDmDD~D EN-OI047-1A-16-R17S-(327) 
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These two bIts are spares, but may only be used as read- only 
status bIts. This Is to allow controllers to also use these 
bIt positIons for writable local control bIts. 

BIts 14-15 

These bIts are reserved for use by the controller. 

Status RegIster (01); Read-Only 

Bit 0 (spare) 

BIt 1 (BOT) BegInning Of Tape; Read-Only 

Set while magtape Is 
marker. 

posItIoned over the Beglnnlng-Of-Tape 
I 

BIt 2 (EOF) End-Of-Flle; Read-Only 

Set when a fIle mark record has been read on magtape. Reset 
at the begInnIng of each read and wrIte command. 

BIts 3-5 (spare) 

BIt 6 (VV) Volume ValId; Read-Only 

ThIs bIt Is reset whenever the valIdity of the volume mounted 
In a drIve wIth removable media Is In questIon. In the RP04, 
for example, VV Is reset whenever MOL changes state. 

BIt 7 (DRY) Drive Ready; Read-Only· 

ThIs bIt Is set when the drive Is ready to accept a command. 
Upon completIon of a data transfer, "DRY" should never be 
asserted before the negation of the last IIEBl" pulse. For 
other operations, the drIve desIgner should explicItly specify 
when "DRY" Is asserted. It Is reset by the drive when It 
begIns to execute a command; however, there Is no minimum 
time for It to remain negated. 

Bit 8 (OPR) Drive Present; Read-Only 

In drives wIth dual controller ports, thIs bIt Is set to 
IndIcate that the drive Is switched to this controller. It Is 
reset whIle the drIve Is In the neutral state or Is swItched 
to the other controller. In single-controller drives, thIs 
bit Is always set. 

BIt 9 (spare) 
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Bit 10 (LBT) Last Block Transferred; Read-Only 

This bit Is set by a disk drive at the end of the transfer of 
the last block (I.e., set at the assertion of end of block for 
the. last block). It 15 reset whenever a new value Is written 
Into the Desired Sector/Track Address regIster. The purpose 
Is to provide an Indication of "end of drive" before an error 
occurs If early detection Is wanted for spiral reads or 
writes. 

NOTE: 

If a read or write attempts to continue Into the next block, 
the AOE error occurs. L8T will remain aS5e~ted. 

5.3.2.10 Bit 11 (WRL) Write Locked, Read-Only 

This bit Is set when the drive Is In the write locked state 
and will therefore not accept write commands. The state may 
be caused by a panel switch, a write protect rIng (magtape), 
or by the matching of the desired track field with a setting 
of write-protect track switches. This bit Is reset only by 
changing the state of the switch. 

5.3.2.11 Bit 12 (MOL) Medium On Line; Read-Only 

This bit 15 set when all applicable conditions In the 
following list are satisfied. 

A. Removable medium Is mounted 

B. Door closed 

c. Moving heads loaded 

D. LOAD/RUN switch Is In the RUN position 

E. Spindle speed Is ok. 

F. Unit number plug Is Inserted 

The bit Is reset when any applicable condItion becomes false. 
An attention condition Is raised for every change of state of 
this bit. 

5.3.2.12 Bit 13 (PIP) Positioning Operation In Progress; Read-Only 

This bit Is set during the execution of some non-data-transfer 
commands (for example: Search, Seek) It Is always reset at 
the termination of the command. 
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5.3.2.13 Bit 14 (ERR) Composite Error; Read-Only 

This bit Is set whenever any bit tn any error register Is set. 
It provides a summary Indication of the exIstence of some 
error condition. While this bit Is set, the only command 
which may be executed Is the Drive Clear command. This bit 
may be reset by writing O's Into the error registers, by 
executing a Drive Clear command, or by asserting the INIT 
line. 

5.3.2.14 Sit 15 (ATA) Attention Active; Read-Only 

5.3.3 

5.3.3.2 

5.3.3.3 

5.3.3.4 

This bit Is set at the occurrence of an attention condition 
(see sec. 9.4). It may be reset by executing a Drive Clear 
command, by asserting the INIT line, or by writIng a 1 Into 
the appropriate position of the Attention Summary register 
(see sectIon 9.4.4). 

This bit also appears In the Attention Summary register, In 
the bit position corresponding to the drive unit number. 

Whenever this bit 15 set, this drive Is asserting the ATTN 
11 nee 

Error 1 Register (02); Read/Write 

Sit 0 (ILF) Illegal Function; Read/Write 

Set when a function code Is received In the Control register 
(bits 1-5) with the GO bit (bit 0) set, and the code does not 
correspond to an Implemented command on this drive. 

Bit 1 (llR) Illegal RegIster; Read/Write 

Set when a control bus read or write Is attempted from or to a 
non-exIstent register (wrIting Into a " read- only" register 
does not cause thIs error). 

BIt 2 (RMR) Register ModificatIon Refused; Read/WrIte 

Set when a control bus write Is attempted Into any existIng 
drive register (except AttentIon Summary or Maintenance) whIle 
an operatIon Is In progress on this drIve. 

Sit 3 (PAR) Parity; Read/WrIte 

Set when a parity error Is detected on the data bus during a 
wrIte operation, or when a parIty error Is detected on the 
control bus while wrItIng Into a register. This bit applies 
only to Information being transmitted from controller to 
'dr I ve. 
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NOTE: 

Drive designers may, at their OPtion, Implement an addItIonal 
bit (OPE) to sIgnal a parity error on the data bus sectIon. 
See, sec. 7.6.4. 

Bit 4 (FER) Format Error; Read/WrIte 

Some drives have a medium wIth more than one format. This bit 
Is set when the Format Selector bit does not match the format 
IdentIficatIon on the medIum (see desIred CylInder Addresss 
regIster, 5.2.9) during a read or write operation. 

BIts 5-8 (spare) 

BIt 9 (AOE) Address Overflow Error; Read/Write 

Set during a read or write operation when the last addressable 
sector has been read or wrItten and the controller attempts to 
continue readIng or wrItIng. The error Is detected when the 
Desired Sector/Track Address register (and the Desired 
CylInder Address register, If present) Is 'Incremented by the 
drive, causing overflow from the hIghest order address. The 
Invalid address error (IAE, see bIt 10) Is not set In this 
case. 

BIt 10 CIAE) Invalid Address Error; Read/Write 

Set when the drIve receives a command (wIth GO bIt set) which 
requires the use of the Desired Sac~or/Track Address register, 
and the contents of that register do not correspond to any 
exIsting sector on this drIve. 

Also set when the drive receives a command (wIth GO bIt set) 
whIch requires the use of the DesIred Cylinder Address 
register, and the contents of that register do not correspond 
to any existing cylinder on thIs drIve. 

BIt 11 (WLE) Write Lock Error; Read/Write 

Set when a write command (with GO bit set) Is received while 
the write locked (WRL, see 5.3.2.10) status bIt Is set. 

5.3.3.10 Bit 12 (OTE) Drive Timing Error; Read/WrIte 

Set when an Internal timing faIlure Is detected by the drive 
during a read or write operation. 

5.3.3.11 Bit 13 (OPI) Operation Incomplete; Read/Write 
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Set when an operation falls to complete within the expected 
time. Examples: a Search command has not completed after the 
disk Index mark has been detected twice; a Seek operation has 
not completed after the maximum allowable time; a read or 
write command has been received (with GO bit set), but the RUN 
line has not been asserted after 10 milliseconds (or more). 

5.3.3.12 Bit 14 (UNS) Drive Unsafe; Read/Write 

Set when a cond I t Ion has occurred I n the d rive wh I ch makes .1 t 
Impossible to operate normally. Examples: power line voltage 
below limIt; temperature limit exceeded. 

5.3.3.13 Bit 15 (OCK) Data Check Error; Read/Write 

5.3.4 

5.3.4~1 

5.3.4.2 

5.3.5 

5.3.5.1 

5.3.5.2 

5.3.5.3 

Set when the data checking circuitry of the drive (CRC or ECC) 
has detected an error In a block of data while reading. 

Maintenance Register (03); Read/Write 

Bit 0 (DMD) Diagnostic Mode; Read/WrIte 

This bit controls certain diagnostic and maintenance 
functions, to be defined by the drIve desIgner (example: In 
moving-head disk drives, a write command will not be executed 
whIle the heads are offset from cYlinder centerline, except 
when this bit Is set). 

Bits 1-15 

These bits are to be defined by the ·drive designer. 

Attention Summary Register (04); Read/Wrlte-1-To-Clear 

This regIster consists of one to eight status bits, each 
corresponding to the ATA status bit of one drIve. Bit 0 Is 
the ATA bit of drIve 0, bIt 1 Is the ATA bit of drlv~ 1, and 
so on to bIt 7. Bits 8-15 are not used. 

The tIming of transfers on the control bus to and from this 
register Is special. See sections 3.3.5 and 3.3.9 for a 
description. 

When this register Is selected, all· drIves respond. When 
reading the regIster, each drIve presents Its ATA bIt In the 
appropriate bit position. When writing, each drIve receives a 
bit from the control bus, and If the bit Is set, the drlv~ 
resets Its ATA bit. For each bit position and drive, the 
table below applies when writIng Into this register. 
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Bit Written ATA before ATA after 

000 
011 
100 
110 

This scheme allows the program to reset the ATA bits which 
were already seen and acted upon, without accidentallY 
resetting other ATA bits which may have become set In the 
meantime. 

5.3.6 Drive Type Register (06); Read-Only 

5.3.6.1 

5.3.6.2 

5.3.6.3 

5.3.6.4 

5.3.6.5 

5.3.6.6 

5.3.6.7 

5.3.6.8 

Bits 0-8 (OTO-DTS); Drive Type Number; Read-Only. 

These bits contain a code number which Identify the drive 
model and major variations. The codes are assigned by the 
Massbus committee and are to be wired Into the drive at 
manufacture. See engineering note 3.5 for a list of Drive 
Type numbers which are currently defined. 

Bits 9-10; (spare) 

Bit 11 (ORO) Drive Request Required; Read-Only. 

Set to Indicate a drive with dual controller ports, which 
therefore must be requested before use and released after use· 
(see 8.1) 

Bit 12 (spare) 

Bit 13 (MOH) Moving-Head; Read-Only 

Set to Indicate that this Is a moving-head disk drive, which 
therefore has a Desired Cylinder Address register and other 
moving-head control and status bits. 

Bit 14 (TAP) Tape Drive, Read-Only 

Set to Indicate that this Is a tape drive. 

Bit 15 (NSA) Not Sector-Addressed; Read-Only 

Set to Indicate that this drive does not have a desired sector 
track address register. 

Engineering note 3.5 shows sample settings of all bits In this 
register for the drives which have been assigned Drive Type 
numbers. 
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Lowest order digit of the serial number, encoded as an 8-4-2-1 
decade. 

Bits 4-7 (S~11, SH12, SN14, SN1S); Read-Only 

Second lowest decade. 

Bits 8-11 (SN21, SN22, SN24, SN28), Read-Only 

ThIrd decade. 

Bits 12-15 (SN31, SN32, SN34, SN38); Read-Only 

HIgh order (4th) decade. 
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Command codes are dIvIded Into two types. The fIrst type are 
commands whIch do not cause data transmissIon (and therefore 
do not use the data bus). The second type are those whIch do 
cause data transmissIon over the data bus. 

Command codes are listed below by octal value. The two- digit 
octal code represents the low-order 6 bIts (bits 0-5) of the 
Control register. This Includes the GO bit (bIt 0), which Is 
a 1 ways set when a command I sin I t I ated. Therefore, 'a 11 of the 
codes below are odd. 

The two types of commands ere distinguished by the code group. 
Codes 01-47 are non-date-transfer commands. Codes 51-77 are 
data transfer commands. 

Non-data-transfer commands 

Command Moving-Head Drum And MagnetIc 
Code disk Fixed-head Tape 

(octal) Disk 

01 No Operation No OperatIon No OperatIon 
03 Unload Spare Rewind, Offline 
05 Seek Spare Spare 
07 Recallbrate Spare Rewl nd 

11 Drive Clear Drive Clear Drive Clear 
13 Release Spare Spare 
15 Offset Spare Spare 
17 Return To CenterlIne Spare Spare 

21 Readln Preset Readln Preset Readln Preset 
23 Pack Acknowledge Spare Spare 
25 Spare Spare Erase 
27 Spare Spare Wrl te File Mark 

31 Search Search Space Forward 
33 Spare Spare Backspace 
35 Spare Spare Spare 
37 Spare Spare Spare 

41 Spare Spare Spare 
43 Spare Spare Spare 
45 Spare Spare Spare 
47 Spare Spare Spare 
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Data transfer commands 

Command Moving-Head 
Code Disk 

(octal) 

51 

53 

55 
57 

61 
63 

65 
67 

71 
73 

75 
77 

WrIte Check 
Data 
Write Check 
Header and 
Data 
Spare 
Spare 

WrIte Data 
WrIte Header 
And data 
Spare 
Spare 

Read Data 
Read Header 
And data 
Spare 
Spare 

A 

Drum And 
Fixed-head 
DIsk 

Write Check 
Data 
Spare 

Spare 
Spare 

WrIte Data 
Spare 

Spare 
Spare 

Read Data 
Spare 

Spare 
Spare 

PAGE 57 ,0 

MagnetIc 
Tape 

Write Check 
Forward 
Spare 

Spare 
WrIte Check 
Reverse 

Write Forward 
Spare 

Spare 
Spare 

Read Forward 
Spare 

Spare 
Read Reverse 

Codes 51-57 are reserved for Write Check commands. Codes 
61-67 are reserved for Write commands. Codes 71-77 are 
reserved'for Read commands. 

The Write Check command codes must correspond to the Read 
command codes one-for-one, because the action of the drive Is 
the same for WrIte Check and for Read. 

COMMAND DESCRIPTIONS 

Non-data-transfer commands 

Unless otherwise noted, each of these commands causes the 
drive to become busy (GO-1, DRY-O') (see 5.3.2.6) for a fInIte 
time, and causes an Attention conditIon at the terminatIon of 
the command. 

No Operation (01) 

This command takes no time to execute. 
become busy. The GO bit Is reset 
Attention condition Is generated. 

The drive does not 
ImmedIately, and no 
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Unload (03) 

For movIng-head disk, this command causes the heads to retract 
and the drive to be taken off line (MOL bit reset; see 
5.3.2.11). However, an Attention condition Is not raised 
unless the operation falls to complete. This Is because It Is 
assumed that the program whIch Issues an unload command does 
not need to be advIsed of the "going offlIne" change of status 
caused by that command. ATA should be asserted by the drive I 

when It becomes ready after coming back onlIne after an Unload 
command. -

The drive electronics are not powered down by this operation. 

Rewind, Offline (03) 

The selected magtape begins rewinding and goes offline. GO Is 
reset and DRY, ATA, and sse become asserted. Operator 
Intervention Is required to bring the drive back online. 

Seek (05) 

For movIng-head dIsk, thIs command InItiates a seek to a new 
cylInder. The DesIred Cylinder Address register contents 
control the destination of the seek. 

Bits 0-7 of the Offset register are reset, and the heads are 
posItIoned to the centerline of the new cYlinder. 

Recallbrate (07) 

For moving-head dIsk; causes the heads to be re-Indexed and 
then positioned to cylInder 000. The Current Cylinder Address 
regIster (bIts 0-9) and the Offset regIster (bIts 0-7) are 
cleared. 

Rewind (07) 

For magtape; causes the tape to be wound back to the 
beglnnlng-of-tape mark and then stopped. 

Drive Clear (11(base 8» 

This conmand Is the only corrmand which will be accepted by -a 
drive while the ERR bit Is set (see 5.3.2.13). The command 
causes all of the followIng to be reset: 

All error registers 
The ATA and ERR bits In the Status register 
The ATA bIt for this drIve, In the AttentIon Summary register 
The DesIred Sector/Track Address register 
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Bits 0-7 of the Offset register 
The ECC Position register 
The ECC Pattern register 
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Some bIts of the Maintenance register, as specified by the 
dr I.ve des I gner. 

It does not reset any of the following: 

The Control register (except the GO bit Is reset as usual at 
the completion of thIs command) 
The Drive Type register 
The Look-Ahead register 
The Current Cylinder Address regIster 
The SerIal Number register 
The HCI, ECI bits In the Offset register 
The FMT22 bit In the Desired Cylinder Address register 
The DMD bit In the Maintenance register 
The Status register (except ATA and ERR bits). 

No Attention conditIon Is generated by this command. 

Release (13(base 8» 
ThIs command Is meaningful only on Dual Controller drives (see 
8.1). 

When execut'ed, this cOlTllland causes the drIve to switch to the 
neutral state (If no request from the other controller was 
pending) or to the other controller (If a request was 
pending). 

No Attention condition Is generated by this command, on the 
controller which Initiated the command. 

Offset (15(base 8» 

For moving-head disks; causes the drive to displace the heads 
a small amount (25-1575 mlcrolnches for RP04) from cylinder 
centerline. This Is used In recovery of data which may have 
been recorded off the centerline. 

The Offset amount and direction are controlled by bits 0-7 of 
the Offset register. 

Perfonmlng an Offset command with an Offset amount of 0 
specified In the Offset register does not necessarily 
guarantee that the heads are returned to cylInder centerline. 
(see 6.2.1.10) 
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6.2.1.10 Return to Centerline (17(base 8» 

For moving-head disks; causes the drive to reposition the 
heads to the centerline of the cYlinder currently being 
addressed (see 6.2.1.9). Bits 0-7 of the Offset register are 
reset. 

6.2.1.11 Read-In Preset (21(base 8» 

Causes the drive to be placed In a known state. Refer to 
Drive documentation for details of specific drive actions 
(which registers are cleared, bits which are set, etc.). 

6.2.1.12 Pack Acknowledge (23(base 8» 

For moving 
controller. 
transfer or 
state. 

head disks; sets the VV bit for the command 
This command must be Issued before any data 

positioning commands can be given If MOL changes 

6.2.1.13 Erase (25(base 8» 

For magtape; the drive writes forward on the tape, erastng, 
until the End-Of-Tape mark Is encountered. 

6 •. 2.1.14 Write File Mark (27(base 8» 

For magtape; causes a file mark record to be written. 

6.2.1.15 Search (31(base 8» 

For disk drives, the current sector field of the Look-Ahead 
register Is compared to the desired sector field of the 
Desired Sector/Track Address register. When they are equal, 
the command execution Is complete. 

The purpose of thIs command Is to provide automatic angular 
position sensing In the drive, with an Attention signal being 
used as a signal that a desired positIon has been reached. 
The desIred sector field would normally be set by software to 
one or more sectors ahead of the sector In which a data 
transfer Is to take place. 

6.2.1.16 Space Forward (31(base 8» 

For magtape; the tape Is moved forward over one record. 

6.2.1.17 Backspace (33(base 8» 
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For magtape, the tape Is moved backward over one record. 

Data transfer commands 

These commands, when Issued to a drive, cause the drive to 
attach to the data bus. The timing restrictions for transfers 
are described In section 4. 

Interrupts to the CPU are generated by the controller, as 
desired by the controller designer. Attention occurs only on 
error detected by the drive (see section 7). 

Write Check ••• (S1(base 8)-57(base 8» 

Each of the commands In this group causes the drive to perform 
exactly the same action as the corresponding Read command. 
The difference Is that the controller, Instead of transmitting 
the data to memory, reads data from memory and compares the 
disk data and memory data, word for word. 

Write data C61(base 8» 

For disks; this command causes transmission of data from 
memory to the data fIeld of the disk sector. 

If the disk has a header field, the validity of the header Is 
checked by the drive before data transmission begins for each 
sector. 

If the disk Is a moving-head disk, a 'seek to the cylinder 
Indicated In the Desired Cylinder Address regIster wIll be 
performed automatically If the heads are not already 
positioned there (the "Implied seek" feature). 

Write forward (61(base 8» 

For magtape; this command causes transmission of data from 
memory to a tape record. 

Tape records are always written In the forward direction, but 
can be Read In .Ither direction. 

Write header and data (63(base 8» 

For disks with header fields; this Is the "format" conmand, 
whIch creates formatted header records. The drive expects to 
receive 4 words of format Information, to be written Into the 
header field, plus the usual number of data words, which will 
be written with the data field, for each sector. The first 
two words of the header are to contain bits which match the 
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contents of the Desired Cylinder Address register and the 
Desired Sector/Track Address register In that order (see 
section 10). 

The header field Is not checked before writing. The "Implied 
see'k" will occur If requ I red. 

Read data (71(base 8» 

For disk drives; this command causes transmission of data 
from the data field of the sector to memo,ry. 

If the disk has a header field, the validity of the header Is 
verified before data transmission begins ,for each sector. 

The "Implled seek" will occur If required. 

Read forward (71(base 8» 

For magtape; this command causes transmission of data from a 
tape record to memory. 

Read header and data (73(base 8» 

For disks with header fIelds; this Is the only command that 
allows the header field to be seen by software. The header, 
followed by the data field, Is transmitted to memory. 

The validity of the header field Is checked before the data 
field Is transmitted. However, the header and the data field 
are always transmitted. . 

The "Implied seek" will occur If required. 

Read reverse (77(base 8» 

For magtape, this command causes transmission of data from a 
tape record to memory, but the direction of motion of the tape 
Is reversed from normal. 

Because the order of words transmitted from the drive Is 
reversed from the order In which they were written, they will 
be written Into memory In the reverse order unless the 
controller also reverses Its sequence of memory access. 
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Massbus Drive errors are grouped Into two categories, "Class 
AU and "Class S", according to when they are to be handled. 

A "Class A" error Is defined to be a Drive error which can be 
handled at the completion of a non data transfer'" conmand or, 
In the case of a data transfer command, at a convenient block 
boundary. Controllers typically terminate data transfers at 
the end of the current block (but additional blocks may be 
transferred). 

A "Class 8" error Is defined to be a Drive error which must be 
handled Immediately; the occurence 0' a Class S error causes 
the drive to terminate command execution as soon as possible. 

The responsibility for defining the set of events which 
constitutes a given error shall lie with the drive designer. 
Errors which are Class A do not normally disrupt the 
successful transmission of data. The drive designer should 
Insure that, when defining a Class 8 error, he structures that 
definition so that the termination of the command execution 
occurs at an appropriate point In that command execution. 

The responsibility for the classification of specific drive 
errors as "Class A" or "Class 8" shall ultimately lie with the 
drive designer •. 

USE OF ATTENTION (ATTN) 

Massbus drive errors are signalled to the controller with the 
ATTN line. 

If an error occurs while the drive Is ready (DRY-i), the drive 
both asserts ATTN and sets ATA Immediately. 

If an error occurs while a command execution Is In progress 
(DRY-O), the drive asserts ATTN and sets ATA when the drive 
becomes ready (when DRY Is set) at the termination of the 
command execution. 

USE OF EXCEPTION (EXC) 

The EXC line Is asserted by Massbus drives when they detect an 
error during a data transfer operation. See sections 7.4.3 
and 7.5.3 for a detailed description of when EXC Is asserted 
by a drive. 
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EXC may be asserted by a Massbus controller (If It has negated 
RUN) In order to termInate a data transfer operation. The 
drive doing the data transfer responds by asserting EBL and 
terminating the data transfer. 

Not"e 1: There are cases In which 
controller's assertion 
always possible for a 
Immediate terminatIon of 
EXe. 

a drive may not recognize a 
of EXC. Thus, I tis not 
controller to cause an 

a data transfer by asserting 

Note 2: No error Is set and the ATA bit Is not set when a 
data transfer Is aborted by the controller (by 
asserting EXC). 
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RUN (C) (T) ---.J 

::: ::::::------------------~!~~~----~~-------------
ERROR 

I 

RUN (D) (R) ___ .... 
II ~ ________________ __ 
I 

EXC (D) (R) __________________ ~I!~~ 
I~ 

EBl (D) (T)------------------~·-~L U l ~---------------
,.. -I n rI n 1500 

SClK (O)(T) _______ ..... ' LJ LJ , _______________ _ 

B) CONTROLLER ERROR,AFTER RUN ASSERTION 

(C)= AT THE CONTROllER (T)= TRANSMITTING U = UNSPECIFIED 

(0)= AT THE DRIVE (R) = RECEIVING 
11-2743 
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CLASS A ERROR HANDLING PROTOCOL 

Class A errors which occur whIle the drive Is ready cause ATTN 
to be asserted and ATA to be set upon detection of the error 
(see figure 7.4.1.1). 
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ERR ~ 

ATTN ------~'f------------------------
DRY 

I 

I 

ERROR 
(CLASS A) 

DRIVE ERROR WHILE DRIVE IS READY 
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Class A errors which occur while the drive Is performing a non 
data transfer opera,tlon are signalled at the completion of the 
command execution, when DRY becomes asserted. After DRY has 
been asserted, the drive asserts ATTN and sets ATA (see figure 
7.4.2.1). 
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ERR 

ATTN 

DRY 

ERROR 
(CLASS A) 

DRIVE ERRORWHILE DRIVE IS PERFORMING 
NON-DATA TRANSFER OPERATION 
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Class A errors whIch occur while the drive Is performing a 
data transfer operation are handled according to the following 
sequence: (see fIg. 7.4.3.1 for a flowchart; see fig. 
7.4.3.2 for timing diagrams) 

1. The selected drive asserts EXC. If the error occurs 
before RUN has been asserted, the drive walts until It 
receives the RUN assertion. It then asserts EXC. 

If the error occurs during the EBL pulse, It may be 
handled In one of two ways: 

A) EXC Is Immediately asserted. The drive designer must 
Insure that the next negation of EBL occurs no less 
than 1500 nanoseconds after the assertion of EXC (so 
that both EXC and ESL are asserted together for at 
least 1500 nanoseconds). 

B) The error Is not sIgnalled until the end of the data 
transfer. When DRY becomes asserted, the error Is 
handled as described In sec. 7.4.1. 

Note: If the error affects the validity of the data 
which' was just transferred, alternative B Is 
not permitted. See sec. 4.2.6.4. 

2. The controller, on receiving the assertion of EXC, decides 
whether or not to contInue the data transfer. If the 
controller decides to stop, It negates RUN. If It decides 
to continue, It leaves RUN asser~ed. 

3. The drive continues the data transfer until the next EBL 
pulse occurs. At the traIling edge of EBL, the drive 
Inspects the RUN line. If RUN Is asserted, the drive 
begins transferring the next block of data (leavIng EXC 
asserted). If RUN Is negated, the drive terminates the 
operation. 

4. When DRY becomes asserted (at the trailing edge of the 
fInal EBL pulse), the drive negates EXC, asserts ATTN, and 
sets ATA. The cause of the error should be clearly 
Indicated by the state of the" various error bits In the 
drive. 
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CLASS B ERROR HANDLING PROTOCOL 

Class B errors which occur while the drive Is ready (DRY-1) 
cause ATTN to be asserted and ATA to be set upon recognition 
of the error (see fig. 7.4.1.1). 

Class B errors which occur during a non data transfer 
operation should cause the command execution to termInate as 
soon as possIble. When DRY becomes asserted, ATA Is set and 
ATTN Is asserted (see figure 7.4.2.1). 

Class 8· errors which occur during a data transfer operation 
should be handled according to the followIng sequence (see 
'Ig. 7.5.3.1 for a flowchart; see fIg. 7.5.3.2 for timing 
diagrams): 

1. Command execution should Immediately 
however, the choice of the drIve 
exactly when an error "occurs"). 

termInate (It Is, 
designer to define 

2. The drive asserts EXC and EBl. 

Note: If the Class B error occurs while SCLK Is asserted, 
the drive designer must Insure that the error does 
not cause SCLK to "glitch" (to have an arbItrarily 
short duration). This may be avoided by delaying 
the assertion of EXC and EBL until SCLK Is negated 
or by holding SCLK asserted until EBL Is negated. 

3. After Insuring that EXC and EBt have been as~erted 
together for at least 1500 nanoseconds, the drive negates 
them, disconnects from the Data Bus, and becomes ready 
(DRY-l) If possIble. 
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EXAMPLES OF CLASS A ERRORS 

The examples given In this section describe how existing 
Massbus drives handle these Class A errors. Each of these 
examples deals with an error which Is flagged In Massbus 
regrster 02 (Error 1 register; See sec. 5.3.3). Because all 
Massbus drives contain this register, eacht'of these examples 
represents an error condition which every Massbus drive must 
handle. While each drive designer must define each error 
condition within the context of the drive he Is designing (see 
Sec. 7.1.4), these examples may be used as a guide In 
arriving at that definition. 

Illegal Register (ILR) 

This error occurs when the device control logic decodes a 
nonexistent register address from the Register Select lines 
(RS(O:4». The error bit (Error 1 register, bit (01» Is 
cleared by a Drive Clear, Massbus INIT assertIon, or by 
writing D's Into the Error 1 register. Attempting to write 
Into a read only register will not cause the ILR error to 
occur. The bIts received will be Ignored and no other errors 
will be flagged. 

This error Is handled In the sequence described In Sec. 7.4. 

Register Modification Refused (RMR) 

This error occurs when a write Is attempted Into any register 
(except the Attention Sunmary or Maintenance Registers) during 
an operation. It Is cleared by'D~lve Clear, Massbus INIT 
assertion, or by writing O's Into the register. 

This error Is normally handled as described In sec. 7.4; 
however, the RS04 DrIve, when performing a Search command, 
aborts the command execution upon detecting an RMR error. 
This happens because the ATTN line Is asserted at the 
successful completion of a Search command; If RMR did not 
abort the execution, the controller would not recognize the 
error. 

Massbus Parity Error (PAR) 

ThIs error occurs when a parity error Is detected while 
writing Into a register on the Control bus or sending data to 
the drive during a write operation. 

When a Control Bus parity error Is detected during 8 write 
Into a drive register, the register should be loaded, and then 
PAR (or the appropriate error Indicator), ERR, and ATA are 
set. In the special case of a write Into the Control Register 
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(00), the register Is loaded, but detection of a Control Bus 
parity error should Inhibit the setting of the GO bit, and no 
command execution should occur. 

Except as noted above, this error Is handled as described In 
sec. 7.4. 

EXAMPLES OF CLASS B ERRORS 

The examples given In this section describe how existing 
Massbus drives handle these Class B errors. Each of these 
examples deals with an error which Is flagged In Massbus 
register 02 (Error 1 register). Because all Massbus drives 
contain this resister, each of these examples represents an 
error condition which every Massbus drive must handle. 
Although each drive designer must define each error condition 
within the context of the drive he Is designing (see Sec. 
7.1.4), these examples may be used as a guide In arrivIng at 
that definitIon. 

Illegal Function Error (ILF) 

This error occurs when the GO bit Is set while the function 
code In the Control register does not correspond to an 
Implemented command on the selected drive. 

This error Is handled as described In Sec.7.S. 

The ILF bit In the Error 1 register (Bit 0) will be reset when 
a Drive Clear command (function code 11) or an INIT pulse Is 
received. . 

Format Error (FER) 

This error occurs when the prerecorded (during pack 
formatting) "flag" bit on the header Is not equal to the 
corresponding flag bit In the "offset" register. ThIs 
generally Implies that the wrong medIum has been mounted on a 
Massbus device. 

This error Is handled as described In Sec. 7.5.2. 

InvalId Address Error (IAE) 

This error occurs when the address In the "Desired Cylinder 
Address" and "Desired Sector/Track Address" registers Is 
Invalid. The Illegal Address Error will occur only If the GO 
bit Is set and the functIon Is one which makes use of the 
"Deslred Block Address" I"eglster. It does not occur, for 
example, on either the "Seek" (05) or "Return to Zero" (17) 
functions. 
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OPTIONS 

DUAL CONTROLLER 

Two . Independent Massbus controllers may share a single Massbus 
drive If that drive has Implemented a dual controller option. 

A drive which Implements a dual controller option will have 
three states (with respect to Its two Massbus Controllers): 

A. Connected to controller (A) 

B. Connected to controller (8) 

C. Neutral (not connected to either controller) 

While In the neutral state, the drive Is not connected to 
either controller, but Its Maglsters can be read by either 
con t ro 1 1 e r • 

When the drive Is connected to controller B, only controller B 
can operate on the drive's registers (except for the Attention 
Summary pseudo-register). 

Similarly, when the drive Is connected to controller A, only 
controller A can operate on the drive's registers (except for 
the Attention Summary pseudo-register). 

A dual controller drive Implements a manual switch with three 
positions: "A", "B", and "A/B". The "A" and "B" positions 
override the programmable swltchlng·by locking the drive to 
one controller. The "A/B" position allows the drive to be 
connected to either A or B under program control or to rest In 
the Neutral state. When a drive Is connected to controller A 
under program control (with the manual switch set to "A/B"), 
It Is said to be seized on A. When a drive Is connected to 
controller A by setting the manual switch to "A", the drive Is 
said to be "switched" to A. 

Note: The manual switch takes effect only while the drive Is 
being powered up. It Is Ignored at all other times. 

While a drive Is In the neutral state, an INIT pulse will 
cause ATA to be reset on only the controller from which the 
INIT came <there Is really a separate flipflop for each 
controller). A drive which Is connected to a controller will 
Ignore any INIT pulses from the other controller. 

While the switch Is set to A/B, a change of state of the MOL 
bit will cause both ATA bits to be set (except on an unload 
command). However, a drive whose switch Is In the A position 
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will not set the ATA bit of controller B when MOL changes 
state, and vice versa. 

A drive which Is seized on one controller will return to 
neutral (not seized on either controller) If after one second 
no read or write cornnandshave been Issued and there Is no 
request pending from the other controller. 
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HARDWARE DESIGN NOTES 

INTRODUCTION 

Thl,s sectIon Is prImarIly a collectIon of Massbus folklore. 
It Is Intended to InfoMm drIve designers of some of the 
hardware Issues whIch have been noted and resolved up to this 
time. 

NOTES ON MASS BUS PROTOCOL 

When perfonnlng a data transfer command, It should be noted 
that RUN may already be asserted when the GO bit becomes set. 

The OCC lIne In the Data Bus section (see section 4.2.8) Is to 
be asserted by the drive durIng the entire data transfer. OCC 
Is asserted as soon as a valid data transfer command Is 
recognized and accepted. It Is negated at the trailing edge 
of the last EBL pulse. The assertion of OCC does not depend 
on receIvIng RUN assertion. 

The RH11 Massbus controller decrements the UnIbus Address 
regIster (RHBA) on READ/WRITE CHECK REVERSE (57,77) commands. 
These corrmands cause words to referenced "backwards" In memory 
wh 11 e tape mot Ion Is "backwa rds II. 

The RS04 'fixed head disk drive aborts a Search command 
executIon ImmedIatelY upon the detection of an RMR (Register 
ModIfication Refused) error condition. It ImmedIately sets 
DRY, RMR, ERR, and ATA. See section 7.6.3 for additional 
Information. 

When a Read or Write Is done from or to the last addressable 
block on the medium (for example, block 07777(base" 8) on a 
drIve with 4096 blocks), the Last Block Transferred (LBT) bit 
Is set at the end of the transfer. This allows the controller 
or CPU to Implement "splral" reads and writes by Incrementing 
the drive number for the next block, when the LBT condition Is 
detected. The LBT bit Is reset whenever a new Read or Write 
command Is started. The LBT condItion does not cause an 
Attention condttfon. Therefore, the LBT bIt must be actively 
sampled In order to Implement spiral reads, writes, etc. 

If a command code other than Drive Clear Is written 
Control Register while any error bit Is set, 
followIng will happen: 

1. The command code Is loaded. 

2. The GO bit Is reset. 

Into the 
only the 
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3. The ATA bit Is set (If not already set). 

In general, a channel (such as on OECsystem-10) may signal 
"complete" to the controller some time after the EBL pulse. 
The. controller has kept the RUN line asserted, so that the 
drive Is going to continue the transfer. The controller then 
negates the RUN line and asserts EXC In order to abort the 
continuation. The drive responds with another EBL pulse. 
This can nonnally be completed before the first data word of 
the next sector Is transferred. In transferring the last 
addressable sector, however, the AOE bit may be set before the 
channel has told the controller to stop. The error Is 
spurious, because the channel In fact knows that the transfer 
Is complete. 

NOTES ON MASSBUS TIMING 

Drive designers 
If the DEM lIne 
currently Ignore 
they assert TRA. 
data from the 
asserted. 

should Insure that no serIous problem occurs 
Is negated prematurely. Current drives 
OEM except as a handshake Initiator until 

In no case do they place data on or strobe 
Control bus lines (C(OO:1S» unless OEM Is 

The safest way to Insure the validity of Control Bus transfers 
Is to start the deskew for reads and writes only after 
receiving the TRA negation from the previous transfer. 

This specification specifIcally does not require SCLK pulses 
to be evenly distributed, but this was Intended to allow 
elongation of the Interval rather ·than contraction of It, 
relative to the nominal data rate. It seems that good design 
practice requires that a drive never Issue SCLK pulses closer 
together than the nominal (burst) data rate of that drive. 

This suggests that the minimum duration of SClK assertion and 
negation should be expressed In terms of the nomInal burst 
data period of the drive. Let P be the nominal burst data 
period. Then the minimum SClK·assertlon duration should be 
".30 p or 225 nanoseconds, whichever Is larger". This 
guarantees that the duty cycle of the SCLK pulse Is not worse 
than 70t to 30% In either direction. See sec. 4.3 for 
further details; figure 9.3.3.1 shows a typical SCLK 
assertion. 
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Section 3.6.2 of this specification requires the INIT pulse, 
when It occurs, to be at least 400 nanoseconds In duration. 
ThIs duration was chosen to be long enough to assure that 
circuits In all drives have time to respond to It. It was 
then proposed that the minimum width be extended to 1500 
nanoseconds, In order to allow time for the reset function to 
be completed In all drIves before the controller tried to 
Initiate a command. The extended tIme was Intended only as a 
restriction on the controller. We now agree that It Is 
sufficient to restrict the controller, so that It does not 
attempt to Initiate a command until at least 1500 nanoseconds 
after the INIT signal has been asserted. The INIT pulse 
minimum width thus remains at 400 nanoseconds. 

The timeout In the controller should occur In two phases: 

1. After RUN Is asserted, there Is a tImeout If no SCLK pulse 
Is received within 250 milliseconds. 

2. After as many SCLK pulses are received as are desired by 
the controller, and RUN Is negated, there Is a tImeout If 
EBL Is not eventually asserted and negated. 

Notel Both phases of the tImeout should be Inhibited while 
OCC Is asserted. 

The RP04 will have a nominal response time of 600 nanoseconds, 
with a worst case time of 700 nanoseconds (OEM assertion to 
TRA assertion). 

The drive designer should explicitly· specify how long It takes 
his particular drive to execute a Drive Clear command. 

NOTES ON THE USE OF ATA (ATTENTION ACTIVE) 

A drive Is normally expected to set ATA whenever It comes on 
line or goes off line (the MOL bit changes state). In 
power I ng up the 10g1 c of a drive, we assume that I·t Is makl ng 
the transition from off line to on line, even If "power off" 
Is the only offline state. Therefore, ATA should be set on 
power up, unless there Is some other condition which keeps the 
drIve off line. On power down, ATA"should also be set and 
held as long as possible, both because of the onlIne to 
offline transition (If the drive was on line) and because of 
the Unsafe (UNS) error condition becoming set • 

• f the controller asserts EXC during a data transfer and there 
Is no error In the drive, the drive aborts the transfer, but 
does not create an error due to receiving EXC assertion, and 
does not set ATA. See sec. 7.3.2. 
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While ERR Is reset and DRY Is set, all valid function codes 
are acceptable. Jf a valid function code (with the GO bit 
set) Is loaded Into the drIve Control register while ATA Is 
set, the drive should reset ATA and proceed with the command 
exec;utlon. 

In the case of a persistent error In a drive which cannot be 
cleared by a DrIve Clear command or even by INIT, It Is highly 
desIrable to be able to clear ATA, so that this drive does not 
cause perpetual Interrupts, and thus block other drIves on 
this Massbus. Thus, It Is necessary to allow resettIng of the 
ATA bit (by writIng a 1 Into the Attention Summary register) 
even while ERR Is set. 

Since all drives are affected by a write to the Attention 
Sunmary register, and since It IS'deslrable to be able to 
affect the ATA bIts of non busy drIves at any tIme, a busy 
drIve (one which has Its DRY bit negated) must be prepared to 
allow such a write to occur without causing an RMR error. 

It Is apparent that ATA Is never set In a busy drive. 
Therefore, the busy drIve does not have to Inspect the bIt 
beIng written because It cannot affect ATA. It should also be 
noted that a drive which Is performIng a data transfer can 
Ignore a parity error whIch occurs on a write to the AttentIon 
Summary regIster, agaIn because such a wrIte cannot affect the 
ATA bl t (which must be' In a negated state). 

Note: It Is acceptable for a drIve not to assert TRA In 
response to a write to the Attention Sunrnary reg'lster. 
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This sectIon Is a collectIon of notes and examples which 
should prove useful to those persons who are concerned wIth 
the programming and general software Implications of the 
Massbus. 

GENERAL IMPLICATIONS OF THE MASSBUS FOR SOFTWARE 

The Massbus Interface standard has several effects on the 
design of devices which comply with It. A device normally 
must contain all the necessary logic and registers to carry 
out varIous functions without the supervision of the Massbus 
controller. For a disk these various functions Include Seeks, 
Searches, disk address Incrementing for spiral data transfers, 
and automatic error recovery operations. Because the devIces 
are "smarter", there are certain Implications for how the 
software should be written. 

1. Operations once started In a drive can not be cleanly 
aborted. 

2. The typIcal controller clear or Initialize convnand Issues 
a Massbus INIT. A Massbus INIT causes all devices on the 
Massbus to be Initialized. The Initialize performs the 
same actions as a DrIve Clear command In all drives. 
Therefore, this should only be done at system start up 
time or In the most severe error cases (e.g., the 
subsystem Is hung up). 

3. Because the Massbus Is to be used with a variety of mass 
storage devices, the function codes have been placed In 
groups. Therefore, their values and structures are 
dIfferent from older devices. 

4. Because the spiral 1/0 logic (Incrementing the desired 
disk address) Is In the drives, automatic overflow from 
one device to another Is nonnally not possible at the 
hardware level. 

5. System throughput can be optimized to a very fine degree. 
This Is due to the ability to Interrogate and Initiate 
positioning functions In all devices even while the 
controller and one of Its devices Is busy with a data 
transfer. 

6. Since the currently selected unit In the controller can be 
changed at any time, the software must take care not to 
lose the unit number of the device performing a data 
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transfer. ThIs Is of particular Importance when wrIting 
Interrupt handlIng routInes. The UnIt Select bits should 
normally be saved and restored. 

7. In the general case, more than one type of Massbus devIce 
may be on the Massbus. For example, one Massbus 
controller may be controllIng a mixture of RS04's (fIxed 
head dIsks), RP04's (moving head disks), and TU16's 
(magtape). 

8. Massbus devices have a much hIgher data rate than sImilar, 
older devices. It Is Important for system desIgners to 
consIder the possIble Interference and InteractIon between 
1/0 and CPU In memory access. 

9. Most moving head disks wIll have a header record whIch 
precedes the data record I n each sector. The '1 ength of 
the header will be four words. The fIrst word wIll 
contaIn the cYlInder address, In the same fonnat as the 
DesIred CylInder Address register. The second word wIll 
contain the block address, In the same format as the 
Desired Block Address register. The thIrd and fourth 
words may contaIn (a) a repetitIon of the fIrst and second 
word, (b) CRC words, or (c) other unrelated InformatIon. 

The drive wIll read and examine the fIrst two words of the 
header durlnl Read Header, Read Data and Write Data 
operations. The drIve compares the first two words of the 
header agaInst the cYlInder and block addresses and 'gIves 
the Header Compare Error (HeE) If they do not agree. The 
Read Header command wIll cause" all four words to be 
transmitted to the controller. The WrIte Header command 
wIll always expect four words to be sent from the 
controller. The drIve does not check the header words 
being wrItten. 

For more InformatIon on the use of the header record, 
please refer to the documentatIon of the specIfIc drIve 
beIng programmed. 

PROGRAMMING NOTES ON MASSBUS TIMING 

It takes at least one (1) microsecond to clear a slave or to 
InItialIze all slaves. This could cause a problem If the 
program assumes that the drive Is ready to accept a command 
ImmedIatelY after the Drive Clear command Is accepted. 

If data overrun occurs In the RH10, It may assert EXC. ThIs 
wIll occur not later than four microseconds after the EBL 
pulse traIling edge (at the controller), and not before the 
ESL pulsel,adJng edge (at the controller). 

/' 
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The RH10 depends on havIng at least fIve microseconds between 
EBL pulse traIling edge and the next sector decision point 
(see sect. 4.7.2) The RH10 may also assert EXC during a read 
operation, at any time. It Is most likely to occur during the 
lap time but not after the first SCLK pulse. 

The follo~lng conditions are known to cause a controller 
tImeout (due to no OCC assertIon). In the RH11, this tImeout 
causes the MXF error. 

1. A parity error occurs, detected by the drive, while 
writing a data transfer command Into the drive Control 
Register. 

2. An Illegal data transfer command Is written Into the drive 
Control register. 

3. A data transfer conmand Is written InOto the drIve Control 
regIster while ERR Is asserted In the drIve. 

4. When a data transfer command Is Issued, the drive Is 
~Ither offline, busy, or connected to another controller. 

PROGRAMMING NOTES ON MASSBUS COMMANDS 

The TU16 Error register (02) Is now a read only register. 
Since all error bits can be set by a suitable sequence of 
commands, the ability to wrIte the error register Is 
unnecessary for maintenance purposes. INIT and DrIve Clear 
commands will still clear the Error RegIster. 

In Massbus devIces, DRY Is negated whenever the drive Is 
offline, In Standby, or Is. otherwIse unable to accept a 
command. Thus, Issuing a command whIle offline Is treated the 
same as IssuIng a command while busy; the RMR error Is set, 
but no other action Is taken until DRY Is asserted. If, when 
DRY Is asserted, an error Is present (ERR-1), ATA will be set. 
This treatment seems to be consistent and adequate. 

If offsetting Is used to recover data from cylinder 0 the 
RP04, It Is possIble that a subsequent "bootstrap load" 
sequence will read wIth the heads still offset from 
centerline. This can occur If a recovery routine left the 
heads In an offset positIon, and then the sequence of: INIT 
pulse, Readln Preset command, and Read Data command Is Issued. 
Since the heads are returned to track centerline only by the 
Return to Centerline command and by a seek to a different 
cylInder, the offset could remain. It Is therefore 
recommended that error recovery routines which use offsetting 
always execute a Return to Centerline command at the end of 
the recovery sequence. 
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The Readln Preset command causes the Tape Control register of 
the TU16 to set for: slave 0, 556 bpi, odd parity; a rewind 
operation Is Initiated. This Is for use by the RHI0 
controller. Whenever DMD (Diagnostic Mode) Is set, the MOL 
bIt Is also set. 

WhIle Drive clear Is being executed, DRY Is negated, with all 
that that ImplIes. 

Loading a "1" Into the Ignore Frame Count (IFC) bit of the 
TU16 will cause an entIre record to be read from ta~e 
regardless of the contents of the frame counter and will 
suppress settIng of FeE on read operatIons. Ignore Frame 
Count Is meant to be used for readln mode only, since settIng 
It does not InhibIt the check for FCL-l before a Read Fwd. 

Note that the Write Lock (WRL) status bit Is asserted In 
current magtapes during rewInds. Also, the RS03 will assert 
WRL whenever a track Is selected (Desired Block Address) which 
has Its Write InhIbIt swItch turned on. 

The \ 111 egal Address Error (IAE) will occur onl y If the GO bl t 
Is set and the functIon Is one which makes use of the Desired 
Block Address. It does not occur, for example, on either a 
Return to CenterlIne or a Seek functIon. 

Software should not regard a disk transfer as complete until 
all error checking and correction has been done. Power fall 
should cause an unfinished read to be repeated. 

For moving head disks, note that there Is no way to stop a 
Seek which Is In progress without risking losing track of the 
arm posItion. Therefore, If ever a Seek Is aborted (by INIT, 
Drive Clear, or an error), the Recallbrate command should be 
Issued. This will Insure that the drive reestablishes proper 
ann Indexing. When the Return to Centerline command Is 
performed, the drIve also resets the Desired Cylinder Address 
register. 

It should be noted that the RMR error wIll not occur on writes 
to regIsters whIch are located solely In the Massbus 
controller. 

NOTES ON THE ATTENTION CONDITION 

The Attention Active (ATA) bit In the Status regIster Is the 
Indicator of the Attention condition for the drive. When It 
Is set, the ATTN line Is asserted by the drIve, and the ATA 
bit also appears set In the appropriate position of the 
Attention Summary pseudo-register. 
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The Attention condition can be caused by anyone of the 
followIng eventsl 

1. An error occurs. The specific error condition Is 
Indicated In an Error register, and the composIte error 
(ERR) bit Is set. 

2. A non data transfer operatIon Is completed. The 
PosItioning In Progress (PIP) bit Is reset and the Drive 
Ready (DRY) bit Is set by by the drive as the operation Is 
completed. Some examples of non data transfer operations 
are the Search, Seek, and Rewind commands. 

3. The recording medium comes on line or goes off line. The 
Medium On LIne (MOL) bit Is set or reset by the drive at 
these events. 

4. In dual controller drives, an Attention condItIon Is 
raised when the drIve switches to this controller If the 
drive was not available when It was requested. This event 
corresponds to the Drive Present (DPR) beIng set by the 
drIve as It swItches from the other controller to thIs 
one. If the drive was In the neutral position when the 
drIve was requested, It would have swItched Immediately. 
No AttentIon condItion Is raised In that case. 

The Attention Active (ATA) bit of a drIve can be reset by the 
controller by doing anyone of the followIng: 

1. Write a Drive Clear function .Into the drive Control 
register (function word • 000011(8» 

2. WrIte a new operatIon code (wIth the GO bit set) Into the 
Control regIster. As the new conmand Is accePted, the 
drive resets Its ATA bIt. 

3. Write a word Into the Attention Summary register with a 1 
In the bIt posItIon correspondIng to this drive. NQte 
that this Is pennltted even while ERR Is set (see sec. 
9.4.4). 

Note 1: Although the ATA bit can be reset by wrItIng a 
"1" Into the Attention Sunmary pseudo-regIster, 
It cannot be set by doing so. 

Note 2: The PDP-l1 "BIS" and sImilar InstructIons should 
not be used to clear ATA bIts. The Attention 
Sunmary register should be be written only wIth 
entIre words. 
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4. Assert the InItIalIze (INIT) lIne. This also causes all 
drives to reset and go to an InitIal power up state. This 
actIon takes precedence over any other operation going on 
In the drIve. 

The normal sequence for program handlIng of ATA caused 
Interrupts should always be the following: 

1. In the Interrupt routIne, read the AttentIon Summary 
register. 

2. Write the Attention Summary regIster, using either the 
word read from It In (1) or a word wIth fewer "1" bits 
(reset only the ATA bits whIch are going to be servIced on 
thIs Interrupt). 

3. Now read the Status regIster of the drive or drIves which 
are to be servIced (this may be done outside of the 
Interrupt routIne). 

It Is necessary to reset the ATA bIt before readIng the Status 
regIster to Insure that no subsequent error or attention 
conditIons are lost. 

In a sImple configuration, It Is permlssable to leave the ATA 
bIts set (and Interrupts dIsabled) untIl the next transfer Is 
ready to begtn. 

In all cases, the program should verIfy that the drIve Is 
ready before IssuIng a data transfer command. 
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11. ELECTRICAL SPECIFICATION 

11.1 INTRODUCTION 

11.1.1 The electrical specification 
electrical parameters of the 
these parameters. 

Is Intended to define the 
bus, and to assign values to 

11.2 COMPONENTS 

11.2.1 Line drivers 

11.2.1.1 The line drivers are single Input, differential-output 
devices. Their Input characteristics are those of TTL 
Integrated circuits. Their output characteristics are: 

A. Sink Side; V(OL).0.6 volts ~ 60 mAe 

B. Source Side; V(OL)-1.5 volts @ -60 mAe 

C. Propagation Delay time: Tpd - 30 nanoseconds, max. 

11.2.2 Line Receivers 

11.2.2.1 The line receivers are differential-Input, single-output 
devices, with Input sensitivity of 25 millivolts and maximum 
Propagation delay time of 25 nanoseconds •. 

11.2.3 

They have open-collector outputs with a maxImum sink 
capablllt~ of 16 milliamps at V(OL) • 0.4 Volts, and maximum 
high state sInk (leakage) current of' 250 mlcroamps. Each 
output has a 3.3 K-ohm resistor pullup to +Vcc. 

Cable 

The standard cable 
conductor cable with 
length Is 120 feet. 

for use Inside enclosures Is a flat 40 
shield and drain wire. Its maximum 

Its characteristics are as follows. 

A. Corrmon Mode Characteristic Impedance (Wire to Shield) 75 
+/- 8 ohms. 

B. Differential Mode Characteristic Impedance (Wire to Wire) 
130 +/- 10 ohms. 

C. Losses- The rise time degradation Is approximately given 
by 

dV(L)/dT • dV(O)/dT * EXP (l * -5.77 x 10E-3) 
Where dV(L) • rate of voltage change at a point L feet 
from the driver end. 
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L • distance along cable. 

The standard cable 
pair, round bundle. 

for outside enclosures Is a 60 twisted 
Its characteristic Impedance Is 130 ohms. 

11.2.3.3 Ground continuity must be maintained throughout the cable 
system. The flat cable and twisted pair cable drain wires 
must be connected to each other and to logl~ ground. 

11.2.3.4 The assumed maximum propagation delay for a Massbus sIgnal Is 
375 nanoseconds (In one direction). This Is calculated from 
160 feet maximum length times 2 nanoseconds per foot ·plus 55 
nanoseconds for driver and receiver delays. The assumed 
worst-case skew between signals on the Massb~s Is 150 
nanoseconds. This Is calculated from a 375 nanoseconds delay 
times a 33% variation In delay plus a 25 n~nosecond s~fety 
factor. 

11.3 STANDARD TRANSCEJVER MODULES 

11.3.1 Purpose 

11.3.1.1 Standard modules exist to buffer the Massbus cabling from 
local logic circuitry. The M5904 Is the Controller 
Transceiver, M5903 Is the DrIve Transceiver, and H870 Is the 
Terminator. Use of these modules assures that the cable 
system will be vIrtually free of stubs. 

11.3.2 Use 

11.3.2.1 Each Massbus Interface Is accompllsh~d with three of the 
appropriate modules. Connections to the modules are made with 
flat, 40 conductor cable. Cabling runs either directly to 
another set of modules or to a junction with twisted pair 
cable. 

11.3.2.2 The reliable operation of the Massbus TransceIver Modules can 
only be assured If the transmission system Is well designed. 
Impedance must be unlfonn throughout the system. No stubs 
longer than six Inches can be used, and no multiple stubs are 
acceptable. 

11.3.2.3 Proper operation of the Massbus· system requires a low 
resistance connection between all logic circuitry grounds. 
Remote peripherals must be connected to the controll~r, 
preferably with a heavy metal braid. Frame connections may 
not be adequate, so direct connection to power supply or logic 
backpanel ground should be made. The standard flat cable 
Includes a drain wire on conductor VV to provide a 
well-defined corrmon-mode Impedance. The standard twisted-pair 
cable Includes shields and drain wires to provide well-defined 
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conmon mode Impedance. These drain wIres can be used for the 
electrIcal connectIon by themselves If these Is no danger of 
addItIonal currents being present between the cable termInal 
points. Each system must provIde proper grounding between 
101~c supplIes Independent of the Massbus cable. 

11.3.2.4 The M5904 Controller Transceiver Module requIres the followIng 
voltages and worst case currents: 

+5 VCOC) i 3.3 Amps 
-15 V(DC) ~ 0.165 Amps 

The M5903 Drive TransceIver requires: 

+5 V(OC) ~ 1.7 Amps 
-15 V(OC) ~ 0.165 Amps 

The currents given are per module, so a three module bank of 
M5904's draws 9.9 Amps ~ +5V and 0.5 Amps ~ -15V. The three 
M5903's draw 5 Amps ~ +5V and 0.5 Amps @ -15V. 

11.3.2.4 A maxImum of 0.6 volts of comnon mode noise can be tolerated 
by Massbus Transceiver modules. 

11.4 

11 .• 4.1 

11.4.2 

11.5 

11.S.1 

APPROVED MASS BUS HARDWARE 

The following Is a lIsting of hardware consIdered to form the 
core of the Massbus Interface system. Any Items not on thIs 
lIst may not be used wIthout complete justifIcation to a 
project Design Review Committee. 

ITEM DEC Purchase Spec. No. Name 

Line Drl ver 19-11341 DEC 75113 
Line ReceIver 19-10268 DEC 75107B 

19-10275 DEC 75108B 
Flat Cable 17-00034 
Twisted Pair 
Cable 17-00033 

It Is Impossible to create a bus extender, bus repeater, or 
bus switch for the Massbus as It Is ·currently specified. This 
Is primarily due to electrical limitations, propagation delay, 
skew, etc. 

MASSBUS SIGNALS 

The FAIL signal Is defIned as asserted (high) when power falls 
In the controller. It Is negated (low) when power In the 
controller Is ok. The drIve should use thIs sIgnal to InhibIt 
the DEM.and INIT sIgnals whenever FAIL Is asserted. 
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The controller must provIde a cIrcuIt whIch sInks up to 20 rna 
with a voltage rIse of less than 0.5 V when power Is ok, and 
makes a single transItion to high Impedance at least 1.5 
microseconds before the controller lIne drivers fall. 

The drIve will pull up the FAIL line to +5 V through a dIode 
to prevent a failed drive from pulling the line down. 

If possible, the controller should Insure that any FAIL pulse 
will be at least 1 microsecond In duration. 

On power-up, the controller should keep the FAIL circuit at 
high Impedance until at least 1.5 microseconds after the lIne 
drIvers are powered up and stable. 

The other Massbus sIgnals are defIned In sections 3 and 4 of 
this specification. For a signal table, see fIg. 11.5.3 and 
11.5.4. 
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M5903 SIGNAL TABLE 

DRIVER RCVR DRIVER RCVR 
SIGNAL NAMES INPUT OUTPUT ENABLE ENABLE 

A B C PIN PIN PIN ' PIN 

000 006 012 AEl ADl ABl AJl 
001 007 013 AC1' AAl 

J J 
002 008 014 AM2 AKl 
003 009 015 AL2 AFl 
004 010 016 AP2 AMl 
005 011 017 AN2 AL1 
COO C06 DPA AUl ASl AU2 ARl 
COl C06 C12 AT2 ANl BS2 APl 
CO2 C08 ... C13 BBl BAl ! 1 C03 coo C14 AV2 AVl 
C04 Cl0 C15 BJ2 BEl 
C05 Cll CPA BDl BCl BF2 
SCLK EXC OCC BP2 BLl BMl BKl 
RS3 RSO DSO BFl BHl 
RS4 RSl DSl BUl ~ CTOD RS2 DS2 BV2 
WCLK INIT D~M BRl BSl 
RUN SPARE SPARE BPl BNl 
ATTN EBL TRA BL2 BJl " 

- - FAIL BT2 

+3V +3V +3V BR2 
+5V +5V +5V AA2 BA2 AVl 

AE2* 
-15V -15V -15V AB2 
GROUND GROUND GROUND AC21 

AT11 
BC21 
BT1I 

*FOR -15V OPERATION' THESE PINS MUST BE CONNECTED ON THE BACKPANEL. 
FOR -20V OPERATION, AE2 IS NOT TO BE USED. 
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HEADER 
PIN 

- .- + 

A B 
0 C 
E F 
J H 
K L 
N M 
P R 
T S 
U V 
X W 
Y Z 
BB AA 
CC DO 
FF EE 
KK LL 
MM NN 
RR PP 
IT SS 
JJ HH 

UU 

VV 

11-2747 
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FIGURE 11.5.4 

M5904 SIGNAL TABLE 

ORIVER RCVR ORIVER RCVR HEAOER 
SIGNAL NAMES INPUT OUTPUT ENABLE ENABLE PIN 

A B C PIN PIN PIN PIN - + 

000 006 012 AEl AOl ABl ALl A B 
001 007 013 ACl AAl 

I I 
0 C 

002 008 014 AKl AJl E F 
003 009 015 AFl AHl J H 
004 010 016 ANl AMl K L 
005 011 017 AL2 AM2 N M 
COO C06 OPA B02 AU2 AUl ASl P R 
COl C07 C12 APl ARl AT2 BBl T S 
CO2 C08 C13 BOl BCl 

1 1 
U V 

C03 C09 C14 AV2 BAl X W 
C04 Cl0 C15 BJl BHl Y Z 
C05 C11 CPA BEl BFl BB AA 
SCLK EXC OCC BR2 BP2 BNl BN2 CC DO 
RS3 RSO DSO BMl BM2 FF EE 
RS4 RSl DSl BU2 

+ 
KK LL 

CTOD RS2 DS2 BPl MM NN 
WCLK INIT OEM BVl BUl RR PP 
RUN SPARE SPARE BSl BRl TT SS 
ATTN EBL TRA BKl Bll JJ HH 

- - FAIL BV2 UU 

+3V +3V +3V BK2 
+5V +5V +5V AA2/ - + 

BA2/ 
AVl 

-15V -15V -15V AB2 These are rela-

GROUND GROUNO GROUNO AC2/ tive polarity fo 
AT1/ a logic 1 at m od-

BC2/ ule input pin. 
BTl! 
AN2 

11-2748 
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